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Have a Healthy Summer

“When you love your pet like family, you care what goes into their dish.”
These days more and more people
are considering cooking for their
pets. Many have concerns over the
quality of ingredients, contaminants
and GMOs, or worse yet, toxins
leading to pet food recalls.

A

s my free gift to you, follow my easy recipe
template that will guide you to cooking
hundreds of recipes for dog and cat food!
When you love your pet like family and care
about what goes on your family’s plates, chances
are, you care about what goes in your pet’s dish.
Most of my best clients cook for their pets, at least
some, if not all of the time. It is easy to do, and
easy to feel good about. It is often a lot cheaper
too, when you consider the high price needed for
all that packaging, marketing, shipping, and distribution of your commercial pet food.
As always, discuss the recipe you want to
cook and feed to your animal with your vet
before making it. This should be a quick, easy,
relatively painless conversation at your next
yearly or semi-annual visit. If your vet is discouraging, perhaps it is only because they are
unaware of the health benefits. A good veterinarian will be open to the discussion, willing to learn
more and to address all your legitimate concerns.
For example, here is a website about a study discussing adding fresh food to your dog’s diet, and
its effects on cancer: http://tiny.cc/ivkc7x. This
should come as no surprise to those of us who
realize how much good nutrition is essential for
good health. Once you have your vet’s blessing
to try adding home-cooked foods (generally not
more than 25 – 50% at first, or additional supplements as needed such as egg shell calcium) to
your pet’s nutritionally complete diet, then it is
time to get creative, and have fun!
The simple base for any meal is:
1/3 veggies (carrots, sweet potatoes, squash,
beets, etc. )+

The possibilities are limited only by
“
your imagination and your pet’s palate!
”

1/3 grain (rice, bulgur, oatmeal, millet, quinoa,
etc.) +
1/3 legumes (red or green lentils, garbanzo beans,
black beans, butter beans, etc. )
= nutritious and delicious!
Possible combinations include: green lentils,
bulgur, and sweet potatoes; black beans, rice,
and carrots; or perhaps millet, red lentils, and
butternut squash. The possibilities are limited
only by your imagination and your pet’s palate!
The health benefits include absorbing all the
bioflavonoid antioxidants (the bright colors in
vegetables) as nature intended, before it was
processed, put in a bag, and shipped in a truck.
The diet includes lots of fiber, which is excellent for digestive health, recalling that 80% of
the immune system is in the intestinal lining (if
introduced slowly as directed should cause minimal gaseous discharge), and without having to
be a chemist or a nutritionist, you will most
likely be providing a complete protein, as well
as nearly all the essential amino acids any animal

needs. You can add additional protein if you so
desire (or not, and not worry about overdoing
it), as well as multiple types of fresh, preferably
organic, veggies known to be safe for pets: fresh
milled golden flax seeds, or just about anything
else that sounds healthy and nutritious for you.
Moderation is key; don’t overdo it on any one
ingredient, and as always, discuss the recipes
with your vet.
I am in the process of working on a Cookbook
for People and Pets which will be released soon
(target date is the end of July), that contains
even more information about making home-prepared meals. Follow us on Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter to get links to the book when it is
released. It is going to be great!
In other news, we have been very busy this
summer doing our programs Hike with Horses,
and HORSES 101! We had many more people
show up for the introductory class than signed
up, and the weekly sessions have been well
attended. I am so grateful to everyone who has

come out week after week to support our program, and for West Wind Stables and its great
boarders who politely accommodate the big
group of us taking over the facility! I am so
grateful I have the opportunity to provide this
amazing FREE program to the community. It’s
amazing to see an adult man, who has never even
touched a horse before, carefully and confidently
brushing a Freisian mare’s mane, and to see the
big smiles of the little children as they hug on
and play games with our donkey! Everyone is
most impressed by my 10-year-old daughter
Zeneray and how she handles her 16-hand offtrack Thoroughbred horse, Oliver. It gives all
the kids (and adults) confidence to watch how
she carefully and confidently handles this huge
horse. We are taking lots of videos and will be
posting them soon.
At the urging of my participants, I am in the
process of requesting volunteers to help create
a fundraising committee. This will enable us to
rescue more animals, hire more help, and expand
the program to a larger facility in Evergreen that
can accommodate our swelling numbers. We are
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, listed as the ResqRanch,
Powered by the Prince of Flame Fund. If our mission touches your heart, please donate so that we
may expand our program offerings, and contact
the office at Aspen Park Vet if you are able to
volunteer on this committee.
A portion of all proceeds from Aspen Park Vet
Hospital go towards supporting the ResqRanch.
DrQ and the crew at Aspen Park Vet Hospital
are here to help you, and your animals, have the
most vibrant, healthy, long-lived bond that you
can imagine. Happy Summer!
Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.
You can call the hospital at
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or
visit them at www.DrQandU.org.
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from the experts

— ON THE MOVE FITNESS —

How Alcohol Consumption
Affects Weight Loss Efforts

Your Mountain Connection donates $250 every month to a local nonprofit featured on this page through the
Mountain Connection Beneficiary Program. To date, Your Mountain Connection has donated more than $115,000.
Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

BY DEB BROWN, NSCA-CPT AND CERTIFIED WELLNESS COACH

SPECIAL NEEDS CATS NEED SPECIAL PEOPLE
BY MARGO HAMILTON

CHAN
LUMA

CYNDI LAUPER

ZEUS

M

erlin was born with no paws and
deemed unfit by his owner when he
was just a small kitten. This precious life
was taken to a shelter that might have resulted
in instant death, but Merlin’s sweet temperament
and playful personality prompted the shelter
to reach out to LuAnn at Colorado Companion
Animal Sanctuary to give him the loving and fulfilling life he deserves.
Zeus was rescued from the raging waters of
Hurricane Harvey that hit Houston in 2017. A
rescue placed him in a temporary foster home,
but neither his owner nor an adopter came forward to claim or adopt this playful little guy. The
rescue called CCAS in hopes he would find his
forever home.

Mitt’s deep
blue eyes reveal
his depth of
MERLIN
sadness
and
despair
that
resulted from
clinging to life
in a Texas cat
colony. A compassionate soul
realized Mitt’s
tail was broken
and found a
rescue willing
to cover his surgical expenses. Now handicapped with a spinal
cord injury, Mitt was shipped to CCAS.
Indulge me with one more story that I hope
will tug at your heart. Gypsy was living in the
streets and found herself ensnared in the jowls
of a vicious dog, probably a stray himself and
trying to survive. The gorgeous green-eyed cat
barely survived. Her broken pelvis was mended,
and the collar that was found embedded into
her skin, perhaps placed by someone who once
loved her, was removed. Gypsy is in line to come
to CCAS as soon as space is available.
Thankfully these precious lives were taken in by
CCAS located in Bailey, Colorado. LuAnn Pierce,
founding director of CCAS, her husband Chris,
and volunteer board members are brimming over

with love and compassion for an array of handicapped, unwanted, and difficult-to-place cats.
Consequently, rescues and shelters throughout
the United States continually call CCAS in hopes
they will take in the limitless array of specialneeds cats in need of their rehabilitation and stabilization program.
“We currently have 14 cats who have come
to us from 5 months to 12 years of age,” LuAnn
shares. But there’s more to this story than another
passionate collection of animal lovers who want
to give help and hope to cats deemed unadoptable. “A couple of years ago we were creating a
permanent shelter as part of our home when a fire
broke out and destroyed everything we owned.
All but two cats were saved. Now living between
a cabin and RV with the cats, we are planning to
rebuild and are in dire need of additional volunteers and donations to continue the vision to
recreate our CCAS facility for special cats.”
Sheila Rice-Watkins DVM from Crow Hill
Vet Hospital attends to CCAS’s special needs
residents and rightly refers to this non-profit
as a “feline assisted living center.” As in human
assisted living centers, a loving outpour is continuously needed to lift the spirits and make the
days brighter, and CCAS welcomes volunteers to
brighten the days of their current feline residents
by playing, holding, petting, brushing, and pampering their special-needs cats. If you don’t have
the time to volunteer, consider sponsoring one of
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the cats, or better yet, taking in a one-of-a-kind
cat that is much in need of a forever home.
CCAS’s no kill policy ensures no handicapped
cat that comes to this haven will be put down as
long as they have a good quality of life. The only
reason a cat would be euthanized is if it is in the
best humane interest of the cat. And never will
these once-discarded cats be placed back into
the care of municipal shelters from which many
have come.
LuAnn and her board welcome you to visit
with CCAS’s cats. You might discover you have
what it takes to provide a loving, nurturing forever home for a once abandoned, abused and
neglected cat. These cats are in need of cuddles,
love, and nurturing to overcome their tumultuous pasts. Besieged with medical and ongoing
expenses to care for these special-needs cats
during their recovery and rehabilitation, LuAnn
shares, “Buster’s Natural Pet Supply Store, Page
Turner Books and others are lined up to help
fundraise.” CCAS’s wish list also includes cat
trees, wall shelves and kitty bridges designed for
their special cats.
For more information about CCAS,
visit their website at https://www.ccasdenver.
com, send an email to admin@ccasdenver.com,
or call at 303 910 2425.
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To date over
has been
donated to mountain area nonprofits by Your
Mountain Connection through its beneficiary
program of articles and monthly cash donations.

Beneficiary Coordinator Margo Hamilton

Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.
Deadline is the 16th of each month. 600 words.
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
Stories accepted on a space-available basis only.
Advertorials are paid advertising.
Business Profiles cost $329, limited one per year.
From the Experts educational columns cost $299/month,
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Call 303-674-3701.

“Think about analyzing your alcohol intake and cutting back.”
As we roll into mid-summer,
If you are serious about your
weight-loss goals, social and / or
many people are focused on trimcasual drinking just cannot be
ming down the excess weight
a part of your life. We counsel
that was gained over the winter.
clients to cut out the alcohol to
It is much easier for people to be
a max of 1 – 2 drinks per week.
very active when the weather is
Period.
nice and warm, so that part of the
Many clients are surprised
weight loss equation seems to be
when they try to go a week with
fairly straightforward. When we
no or little alcohol and have a hard
start to help clients analyze their
time doing it. Most of the time,
food and drink intake, things
it is an ingrained habit, rather
become more complex. Besides
than a physical addiction. One
the obvious advice about cutting
down on high fat, high calorie
We often see a strategy that has worked for clients is to plan out when they are
and processed foods, we work
direct correlation going to have that drink or two.
with clients on analyzing their
alcohol intake.
between alcohol This takes focus, discipline and
support from friends and family.
We often see a direct corconsumption and After a few weeks of doing this,
relation between alcohol consumption and a difficulty with
a difficulty with it becomes a way of life. Clients
find they have more energy, eat
losing weight. We also routinely
losing weight.
healthier, and have more producencounter disbelief that the “few
tive workouts. Also, when they
drinks a week” are what is sabotaging all of the hard work being done in the begin to see some real movement on the scale, it
gym. When analyzed, those “few drinks” are, is very motivating to stick with it!
in reality, 5 – 7 drinks per week. And the “small
If your goals include weight loss, think about
glass of wine,” when measured, turns out to be analyzing your alcohol intake and cutting back.
more like 7 oz., instead of a typical serving size It could just be the thing that is keeping you
of 4 oz. A typical 12-oz. beer contains approx- from losing that weight and obtaining optimal
imately 150 calories, and a 7-oz. glass of white wellness!
wine contains about 160 calories. These are
Give us a call at (303) 816-1426 to find out
empty, non-nutritive calories.
how you can be in the best shape of your life.
Alcohol consumption is a double-edged sword. Our studio is located in the heart of Conifer.
Not only are you putting extra calories into your
body via the alcohol, but you also will typically
Dave & Deb Brown are NSCA Certified
eat more food and higher-calorie food along with
Trainers and the owners of the On The Move
Fitness Personal Training Studio.
the alcohol. After a drink or two, mindless eating
rules. Any plan you may have had to limit your
food portions goes right out the window.

“

”

Take Part or Take Over?

No Worries!

BY DUANE REDFORD

“If you want to be a spectator, go sit in the bleachers!”

Fly fishing is not a spectator sport. It’s like my golf game;
I used to play it, but never “won” it. It’s a long journey down a short road
to get truly proficient fooling fish consistently, and in order to do that
you must be highly engaged and not just take part.

I’m Just Sayin’…

out there fishing and hiking, be careful
“If you’re
and enjoy our beautiful mountains.
”

Jeff Smith owner/publisher
uch to do in July in our communities!
Of course there is the 4th of July, and
most towns have some sort of celebration planned. Parades, etc. Join in.
Don’t forget the Elevation Celebration in
Conifer on July 27th and 28th. Vendors, food,
kids’ activities, and great bands playing almost
continuously.
And of course there is Summerfest! July 20th
and 21st. It’s a family-friendly festival of arts,
crafts, music, and adult beverages in Buchanan
Park.
There aren’t a lot of fireworks up here due to
the fire dangers, but you can travel a short distance to see them if that is your thing.
The summer traffic is here. Try to be patient.
Some drivers just don’t know how to drive up
here, especially when it comes to bottlenecks,
roundabouts, etc.. The CDOT has added large
painted arrows at the bottlenecks and new larger
signs saying the right lane ends, but drivers seem
to ignore them still. Frustrating for those of us
who drive these roads every day, but we must try
to be patient.

M

June brought us typical Colorado weather,
i.e. rain, sleet, hail, thunder, and lightning. The
rivers and streams are running high and fast. If
you’re out there fishing and hiking, be careful
and enjoy our beautiful mountains.
There are new restaurants open in our area,
and the patios are now open. Enjoy the local
musicians and the outdoors every chance you
get.
The Rockies — what an interesting season.
The Padres series was a record breaker for
offense. Most points scored in a single series.
Blackmon was player of the week with his outstanding offensive performance. Pitching is still
their nemesis. Just can’t seem to get consistent
from the mound. They are still relevant in their
division, and if the Dodgers falter the Rockies
can still be contenders.
Quackadilly says:
“By failing to prepare,
you are preparing to fail.”
— Benjamin Franklin

Owner  / Publisher
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jeff@mtnconnection.com

Copy Editor
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Writer
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Did you miss something in a past issue of Your Mountain Connection? Want to
revisit an article or featured artist? Not a problem! You can now download full
versions of our past issues on our web site at: yourmtnconnection.com.
We will have the current issue and four back issues available. Enjoy...again!
To date over $115,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Some anglers are content
suffers, and they begin to not
to simply stand in the river,
set the hook on less-thanenjoy the sights and sounds,
obvious fish eats. Then one
and occasionally bring a fish
of them will have a fish on,
to the net. I have found over
even for a brief instant, and
the years that those folks
for the next ten minutes they
are truly rare, as most folks
all become engaged, willing,
dunk flies with the primary
and a part of the drift as they
goal of hooking up. If I gave
lean back into the drift and
you a basketball, and shut
begin to focus on managyou in a gymnasium for a
ing the rod and line. At this
Taking pictures IS a spectator sport…
half hour, the majority of
point I will usually bark out
you would begin to shoot a few hoops. But, you something about remembering this moment, this
wouldn’t just shoot hoops; you’d shoot to make feeling, and this focus, usually followed by, “If you
as many baskets as possible. Anglers angle to want to be a spectator, go sit in the bleachers!”
Of course, I am there as a guide to give my
catch as many fish as possible.
There are some days, like when I’m fishing with folks the day they are after, and I don’t beat them
family and friends, when I am content moving a over the head with fish numbers. Nope, I’m there
fish here or there as I help out the others or plant to help them be safe, become better anglers, and
my backside on a rock and observe. However, if I to coach them up. That’s right; sometimes I have
am fishing by my lonesome, I am most definitely to coach them up and most often it’s because they
looking to hook fish, big fish. When guiding, become a spectator instead of player. It’s akin to
my goal is to have my clients hook-up early and most everything in life: if you want to become
often; they can’t do that if they aren’t an active better and enjoy it more, you’ve got to become
participant. I always tell them, “You can just take more engaged in it. Take it over.
part in the day, or you can take over the day.” It’s
Fear No Water.
always their choice.
Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing guide,
It’s truly quite interesting to watch my clients
author, national speaker, and signature
fish for a while without hooking into a fish. They
fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.
become less part of the drift as they begin to lean out
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook
of it. Fly rod and line management and placement
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— RE/MAX ALLIANCE • CONIFER —

— E V E R G R E E N A N I M A L H O S P I TA L —

— EQUILANE LENDING, LLC —

— B U F FA L O PA R K D E N T I S T RY —

Mountain Home Décor

Avoiding a
Fear-filled Fourth

Low Rate JUMBO Loan Options!

Dental Care for the Aging Population

BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT

BY ALEX ROBERTS

BY CHRISTY SEABOURNE

So you are the proud new owner
so at the risk of sounding cheesy,
of a home in the mountains!
definitely listen to your heart
Did you get your requisite
when creating the artwork that
wind chimes and hummingbird
is your home. Research various
feeder? Solar-powered twinkle
décor styles and merge them
lights? Bear-proof trash can? Deerwith your own, including western / mountain art and design.
resistant plants? Motion-activated
Beetle-kill pine makes gorgeous
night-vision trail cam? Hammock?
flooring, for example, but maybe
Even as a year-round family
skip the dark green walls in favor
home, a mountain house feels a bit
of a bright, contemporary color.
like a year-round vacation. In the
By all means display those elk antsummer you can sip a craft beverlers, but avoid letting your home
age on your porch while the sun
become a taxidermy museum.
sets over the peaks and hummingEverything in moderation.
birds zing all around; in the winter
Even as a yearFor your artwork, certainly
you can curl in front of the fire
round family
hang up the wildlife art, but
while the snow blankets the pines.
go for the simple, modern
The question is, how to decohome, a mountain maybe
frame, and try contemporary art
rate your new mountain home?
Many new mountain homeowners
house feels a bit instead of strictly traditional. If
never been to the Coors
feel compelled to emphasize the
like a year-round you’ve
Western Art Exhibit at the
mountain theme. Large paintings
National Western Stock Show
of aspens, framed photographs of
vacation.
(every year in January), check it
moose, rustic log furniture, a bearshaped toilet paper holder. Dark forest green walls out sometime; they have an amazing array of both
and pine floors; cabinet pulls shaped like twigs. traditional and contemporary western art. And
After all, if you rent a vacation home on the beach, please remember to support all the amazing local
you would expect it to be adorned with all things galleries in Evergreen, Conifer, Pine, and Bailey
for amazing finds in many different styles — nothseashell.
To each his own, but I would suggest a bit ing beats local mountain art!
In the end, however, you should choose artof restraint. Over-the-top thematic décor has
its place, but consider blending mountain ele- work and décor that speaks to you and makes
ments with other trends. According to a Google your mountain house feel like home for you and
trends study by interior design site Joybird, the your family. Even if it means your toilet paper
three most popular design trends in Colorado are holder is a bear.
industrial, mid-century modern, and bohemian,
in that order. Western décor was most popular in
Wyoming and South Dakota, and came in second
for Montana and third in Nebraska. Interestingly,
Victorian was the most popular overall…which
leads me to believe more retirees are googling
home décor than the younger generations, but
who knows.
Personally, I don’t feel that we all need constant Christy Seabourne, Associate, RE/MAX Alliance
interior reminders of our home’s setting—all we www.buyandsellincolorado.com
need to appreciate being in the mountains are big Christy.Seabourne@gmail.com, (720) 352-1191
ol’ picture windows! But everyone has different
tastes and different aesthetic / artistic preferences,

“

”

BY BRIDGET ROCHE, DVM

July is such a fun month —
licensed behaviorist. They will
Summer is finally here! And with
usually come to your house, see
that come BBQs, sunshine, and
how your dog is behaving on
his / her home turf — and then
celebrating our Independence
evaluate what needs to be done to
Day with a bang! Everyone
decrease anxiety when left alone.
loves watching fireworks on the
Fourth — but for some pets, it can
For the fireworks, thunderbe a night full of anxiety and fear.
storms, car rides, or any other singular event that causes stress —
Dogs can have anxiety from
just about anything — being sepaoftentimes I recommend a light
rated from beloved owners for too
behavior-modifying drug. If
long, thunderstorms, fireworks,
given one hour prior to a stresscar rides — the list goes on. We
ful event, it can do wonders
can help your dog through these
Make sure that keeping your pet calm and stoptroubling times with a variety of
ping their anxiety from getting
your pup has
different treatments.
out of control. Most dogs do fine
Step 1: Spotting Anxiety in
somewhere they on their own with the noise generated from thunderstorms and
Your Pup:
feel
safe
to
sit
out
fireworks
— which is great! But
• Panting
if you have one of those pups
the
storm.
• Pacing / unable to settle down
that gets increasingly wound up
• Dilated pupils
as July approaches, it might be a good idea to
• Attempting to flee or hide.
call your veterinarian and try this medication.
• Muscle tremors
I’ve heard stories of dogs getting overstressed
and jumping through glass windows during
• Aggression
firework displays — and that is definitely not
• Diarrhea
safe for your pet! Medications can help, but
• Destruction of property
also make sure that your pup has somewhere
• Licking lips
they feel safe to sit out the storm — a crate, for
Step 2: Figuring Out Your Pet’s Triggers:
example.
In order to help predict when your pet is going
On the other hand, some dogs are just
to be fearful / anxious, it is definitely worth trying tightly wound 24 / 7, no matter what is going
to track down the what is causing them distress. on. These dogs are constantly feeling the flight
or fight response and are always at a high level
Step 3: Minimizing Their Distress:
This is the hard part behind any type of fear of stress. We have medications to help them
behavior. If your pet has separation anxiety, I long term to help them calm down and start
recommend doing a behavior consult with a enjoying life.

“

”

With the recent improvement
as well, since they can secure a
in mortgage rates, anyone who
much lower rate for a period of
bought a new home or even
7 or 10 years before any adjustment. The savings over a 7 – 10
refinanced in the last two years
year timeframe can be huge, espeshould check to see if they could
cially if able to secure an ARM in
benefit from redoing the loan.
the low to mid 3s!
We do offer closing cost credit
The drawback for getting
options to offset or cover costs,
a jumbo loan with the BEST
and some can be done with no
rates can be in the qualifying.
new appraisal.
Depending on the scenario, I
Depending on the loan size, these
am finding interest rates in the
jumbo loans typically will require
low to mid 3s on 7 and 10 year
a higher credit borrower, require
jumbo Adjustable Rate Mortgages
minimum trade lines on the
Certain
jumbo
(ARMS) where the rate is fixed for
credit report, require lower LTVs,
loans come
the first 7 or 10 years.
have more restrictive debt ratios,
The national conforming
require one or two appraisals (so
with
attractive
conventional loan amount limit
typically no appraisal waivers),
is $484,350. Most Denver area
options that may require reserves (for all propercounties fall into the High Balance
owned), and typically will
outweigh the need ties
limit of $561,200, though. What
want the latest two years of tax
does this mean? It means that
returns filed.
for the lowest
qualifying for a loan amount
Not all jumbo loans require
interest rate.
under this $561,200 loan size can
these things, but if you want the
follow regular conventional guidelowest rates, that is what to expect.
lines and not have to meet jumbo qualifying rules.
Certain jumbo loans come with attractive
Depending on the loan to value (LTV), you could options that may outweigh the need for the
qualify for an appraisal waiver, as well.
lowest interest rate. You can get a 40-year interOne drawback for the High Balance category is est only loan, beneficial for the self-employed or
that it does price slightly higher in rate than if the fixed-income borrower. Or get a no MI option
loan amount is less than $484,350. (Remember: with only a 90% LTV. Some only require one
$417,000 was the limit for years!)
year of tax returns, or we calculate income from
I find that getting the best rate for loan sizes asset account balances or equity held in other
over $484,350, it is often best to also price out a real estate. Lower credit scores, past foreclosures
JUMBO loan. Anything over that $484,350 can or bankruptcies with shortened seasoning timefit into the jumbo category. Most clients who frames are possible.
need this bigger loan size tend to use an ARM
No obligation. Let’s run some numbers!

“

”

Wanda Norge, Mortgage Consultant, Certified Divorce Lending Professional (CDLP),
Equilane Lending, LLC (NMLS: 387869), 21 year Evergreen resident, 16 yrs experience.
Ph: 303-419-6568, loans@wandanorge.com, www.wandanorge.com. NMLS:280102, MB:100018754

“People are living longer and keeping their teeth longer.”

It is expected that there will be 74
dry mouth. Dry mouth is very
million adults who are 65 years
common in people who take mulor older in the United States by
tiple medications, and we know
the year 2030. This population is
that it puts them at a much higher
also expected to outnumber chilrisk for getting decay on the roots
dren under the age of 5, for the
of their teeth, which can be comfirst time in history. In the past,
plicated to repair. There are many
geriatric dental care largely conproducts on the market that can
sisted of “denture” dental care and
help counteract the effects of dry
making sure that those people
mouth, and regular visits to the
without teeth weren’t leaving their
dentist are also important to catch
dentures in for too long and not
any recent changes in your oral
maintaining proper oral hygiene.
condition.
It is well known
The occurrence of edentulism, or
Dexterity can also diminish as
the condition of being toothless,
we age, and one of the very best
that many
has significantly decreased in the
ways to combat this is simply
connections exist by using an electric toothbrush
last 50 years, and it is increasingly
more likely to see people entering
between our oral instead of a manual one. Common
this phase of life with a full combrands of electric toothbrushes
plement of teeth. Generally, people health and overall are Sonicare and Oral-B. If the
are living longer and keeping their
efficiency of oral care diminishes,
systemic health.
teeth longer. In fact, it is much
the risk for periodontal disease
more likely to see a 65-year-old with braces or who increases. Periodontal disease is an infection
would like to whiten their teeth, than one coming under your gums that causes bone loss around the
in for dentures. This is largely due to improved teeth, potentially leading to tooth loss, and it is
acceptance of preventative dental care, workplace important that your dentist periodically screens
dental insurance, and education about the benefits for this condition so it can be treated.
of maintaining as many teeth as possible.
It is well known that many connections exist
I consider it to be a success that more people between our oral health and overall systemic
want or are able to maintain their teeth for longer. health. Poor oral health is linked to diabetes, heart
Caring for an aging population also comes with its disease and other chronic health conditions, and
challenges. As we age, we are much more likely as the population ages, the goal is to improve or
to have complex medical situations that require maintain quality of life. Regular visits to your denmedication. These medications can commonly tist can help ensure healthy aging and a smooth
affect dental care, so make sure to keep your den- transition into the later stages of life.
tist up to date on any changes in medications, or
28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260
medical conditions. One of the most common
Evergreen, CO 80439
oral conditions in older adults is xerostomia, or
(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com
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The Sasquatch Chronicles

Evergreen Animal Hospital is open 365 days a year for urgent care, emergency, and general practice
needs. Hours: Weekdays 7am – 9pm, Sat. and Sun.: 7am – 7pm. Please feel free to contact us anytime
with questions at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.

Does It Take Faith to Believe in Sasquatch?
BY DAPHNE MYERS

— M O U N T E VA N S H O M E H E A LT H C A R E & H O S P I C E —

Live Your Best Life with Mount Evans this Summer
BY CHARLEY SHIMANSKI

Monty and Kate Porter of
Olde’s Garage Win Rotary’s
2019 Ethics in Business Award

Here at Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice, we are keenly aware that every day is an opportunity.
We believe that hospice is about life and making the most of it. Our care is designed to help patients
in our mountain communities live life on their terms so that they can focus their remaining time
and energy on the things that are most meaningful to them.
The simple truth is — no matter where we are
in our life — we need happiness. This is why
we believe in taking advantage of every opportunity to impact people’s lives and bring energy
to our community. To that end, we hope you’ll
consider participating in a Mount Evans event
this summer.

the mountain area’s luckiest foodies for a five-star
experience. Each chef will prepare a five-course
gourmet feast tableside for a party of 10 guests.
It will take place on Tuesday, July 30, 2019 @
6:00 pm at the Evergreen Lake House. Individual
tickets are available for $300 or $3,500 per table
of 10.

FREEDOM RUN 5K

CODY RAY SLAUGHTER IN
“ELVIS FOREVER!”

Get the sneakers and the red, white and blue
ready because registration is open for the July
4th, Mount Evans Freedom Run 5K. You can:
• Run it: The race is professionally timed. Last
year’s winning time was 16:55 — do you think
you can beat it?
• Walk it: The Freedom Run 5K is a community
event. We welcome runners and walkers of all
ages and abilities.
• Stroll it: Bring the little ones. We like to get
our Freedom Runners started at an early age
To register, visit FreedomRunRace.org.

UNDER A SUMMER MOON

Tickets are on sale now for Evergreen’s most elegant evening. The 6th annual “Under a Summer
Moon” is an epicurean delight that will bring 10
of Colorado’s finest chefs together with 100 of

The King of Rock and Roll is back for the 5th
year in a row. Ultimate Elvis Presley Tribute
Artist Cody Ray Slaughter will be returning to
the Lakewood Cultural Center for two shows,
and possibly a third show. To date, Cody has performed in 11 sold-out concerts to benefit Mount
Evans Home Health & Hospice.
Concerts will be held on: Saturday, October
19, at 7:30 pm; Sunday, October 20, at 3:00 pm;
and if ticket sales are strong, on Friday, October
18, at 7:30 pm. Ticket prices start at $35 and can
be purchased at www.Lakewood.org/Tickets.

WHY IT MATTERS

Your support of these events will help us provide
love, compassion, care and comfort to mountain
residents during their most fragile and frightening moments. About 20 percent of Mount Evans’

clients are uninsured or under-insured; however,
Mount Evans never turns away anyone in need
of our services. The proceeds help us provide
the highest quality hospice, palliative care, home
health care services and emotional support for
those who are grieving, caregiving or adjusting to
an illness.

Charley Shimanski is the president
and CEO at Mount Evans Home Health
Care & Hospice. To learn more about
supporting Mount Evans’ efforts,
visit www.mountevans.org
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The award comes with a $500 prize to donate
to the charity of their choice, and they have chosen
Mount Evans Healthcare & Hospice to be the recipient of the funds.

I

n 2009 the Rotary Club of Evergreen awarded
its first annual “Ethics in Business Award.”
Each year since, Rotary Club members have
nominated businesses and business professionals that they believe comply with Rotary
International’s guiding principles — as defined
by its Four-way Test:
Of the things we think, say or do:
1. Is it the truth?
2. Is it fair to all concerned?
3. Will it build goodwill and better friendships?
4. Will it be beneficial to all concerned?
This year’s award went to Olde’s Garage in
Evergreen. The other four finalists were: Dr.
James Hutcherson of Arapahoe Peak, Gail Riley of
Highland Haven Creekside Inn, Beth AndersenFilson, Atty. for Andersen Law, and Trevor Noel
of Wander Unlimited.
Olde’s Garage is one of Evergreen’s original
businesses and most certainly the longest running one. Monty Porter represents the fourth

generation to work in the family business under
the guidance of his mother, Kate Porter (formerly
Olde) who manages the shop’s finances. Brother
Rick Olde serves as the shop’s Vice President, and
grandfather Gerry Olde, 94, still drives himself
to the shop to check in on things and visit with
family and customers. The business was founded
in 1921 by Gerry’s father, Herman Olde, and the
original premises were in downtown Evergreen
where Creekside Cellars is today.
It is a tradition in the Olde/Porter family to
start working at the shop at age 13, cleaning
bathrooms and learning the trade. Olde’s Garage
has offered numerous students in the area the
opportunity to intern at the garage, including
several female students. They have also generously supported numerous Evergreen non-profits. Their business philosophy is to take care of
the customer, and they will take care of you.
303-674-3309 • www.oldesgarage.com

To date over $115,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

For someone who has never seen
maybe it was a bear.” These two
a Sasquatch, I think the answer is
boys were used to the wildlife in
a definite Yes. You cannot believe
Arkansas, and the screams, the
based on evidence you have seen.
red eyes and the running ability
So you have to believe based on
in a swamp are not at all attribwhat you hear from other’s lips.
utable to a bear! Not for one
And that takes faith. You have to
moment did they think at the
believe that their story is true.
time it was a bear. So why now,
But I am talking about those
all these years later, is he enterwho have seen a Bigfoot themtaining that possibility?
selves. Do they need faith to
Could it be all the mocking he
believe? At first, absolutely not.
has received when he has tried
They know what they have
to tell his tale? Could it be the
seen. You cannot tell them that
passage of time, with no recurHumans
are
Bigfoot does not exist. They are
rence of the event? Could it even
funny…we
firm believers based on what was
be his reluctance to retell it that
maybe even just a brief, fleeting
has made the reality fade?
are
doubters
glimpse.
I believe that our town hall
by nature.
But humans are funny. Given
meetings serve a very important
time, coupled with an ongoing
purpose. They allow people not
lack of evidence, we are doubters by nature. We only to recount their experience in a safe envibegin to wonder: did I really see what I thought ronment, but also to hear other people’s expeI saw? Did I maybe imagine it? Was it really a riences that help to assure them that they are
creature who so many doubt even exists?
not alone, that other people have seen one too.
We had a visitor in our store yesterday who I think our faith needs constant reinforcing in
came out with a statement, “I’ve seen a Bigfoot!” order to stay firm.
I said as I always do, “Ooh, can you tell me
This is one reason I love working in our store!
about it, please?” And to my surprise, he was People come in all the time wanting to relate
most reticent! He said he was twelve at the time, their experience of Bigfoot. I think Jim and I
and that he wrote his story down and it was hear more stories than most people, and we are
read by a narrator who recorded it on his pod- greatly privileged to do so.
cast. He gave me the link to it. But he refused to
If you would like to hear this man’s testimony,
go into any detail with me.
you can listen to it on YouTube by googling
Naturally, this piqued my curiosity to listen Sasquatch, Ready Red, and Me. Tell us what you
to it as soon as I got home! It was a most com- think. Was it a bear? Or a Bigfoot?
pelling story of him and his cousin who were
“Hey Jim! When’s our next Town Hall
frog-hunting at night in an Arkansas swamp, meeting??”
and he writes in a most entertaining and erudite
fashion. They were chased by a Sasquatch and
Come by and check out the store and museum
suffered PTSD as a result.
for yourself! 149 Main Street in Bailey. Open
every day. You can contact us by writing to:
So why does this man today say he is doubtinfo@sasquatchoutpost.com
ing the identity of what he saw? Why, when I
pressed him, did he say, “I don’t know, I think
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Thank You for Shopping Local
285 Pizza Pies
303-838-5354
A Buck or More
720-547-2237
All-Phase
Plumbing & Heating
303-838-7204
Amy’s Mountain Dog Training
720-692-8887
Armour Roofing
720-329-7785
Black Hat Cattle Co.
303-670-0941
Bonnie Smith
303-816-2013
Casa Tequila’s
303-679-1913
Christ the King’s
Annual Garage Sale
Crossroads Pub and Grill
303-838-5558
Dandelions Cafe
303-674-5000

MOUNTAIN CONNECTION | J U LY 2019

Everso Open
Marketplace
303-356-8691
Go Paint
303-679-3089
HairPort 54
303-83-0092
JJ Madwell’s
303-838-1440
Knotty Pine
303-838-5679
Pixie Dusters
303-476-0066
River Canyon Gallery
303-838-2950
Rocky Mountain
Music Exchange
303-670-1500
Sunrise Solutions
303-816-6337
Village Gourmet
303-670-0717

Put your money where your

♥ is...Shop

Local!
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Buy Local!

Grow your community...
To date over $115,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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You can’t buy happiness…

but you can buy local…
and that’s kind of the same.

We have run an ad in Your Mountain Connection
every month for the last 9 years. They bring business in
and are very good to work with. I recommend regular
ads in Your Mountain Connection to anyone who
wants to increase their business.
— Tony Buccelli, JJ Madwell’s

Support our

Please
Local Businesses!
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Penny for your thoughts

connection to the past

WHO WAS DARST
BUCHANAN?

Viktor the Elk
on Wildland Fire
BY PENNY RANDELL

T

aking an in-depth and personal account of
property and what invades and surrounds
it is the first step in saving lives, animals,
and homes from fire. Viktor here with some
valuable facts and information about living in a
wildland-urban interface (WUI), as here in the
foothills. We elk are seriously affected by such, as
it remains a legitimate concern for all of us. Any
area where structures and other development by
humans intermingle with wildland vegetation is
considered a WUI. In other words, where we live.
Begin by establishing an area around your
home or other buildings to be cleared of natural or manmade fuels. This is what is known
as defensible space and is designed to give your
home a fighting chance against wildfire. Create
three zones. Zone one is considered to be within
30 feet of your home. This zone deserves maximum effort and should always be completely
cleared. Decks are particularly vulnerable, as is
anything under the deck. Zone two is 30 – 100
feet out and should include only well-spaced
clumps of vegetation surrounded by areas with
noncombustible materials. The third zone is
100 ft. and beyond where vegetation should be
regularly thinned and pruned. History reveals
that taking such steps gives your home an 85%
chance of survival and not doing so results in a
15% chance.
Here in Colorado, fires are a threat 365 days
a year. In certain areas of vegetation, it’s not if
fire will happen, but when. To address these
issues, a whole bunch of folks with the USDA
Forest Service, U.S. Department of the Interior,
and the U.S. Fire Administration, among others,
got together and created what is called the Ready,
Set, Go! Program. Once defensible space has
been created, attention should rest solely on

of fire risk, such as a Red
family. Ready means estabCross shelter or hotel. Keep
lishing a Family Disaster Plan
several travel routes in mind,
that includes meeting locafor some may be blocked.
tions and a plan to evacuate
Again, the emergency kit
large animals if appropriate.
must always be on hand,
Fire extinguishers should
along with adequate water,
always be on hand, and shutfood staples, and don’t forget
off controls for gas, electric,
that pets should have their
and water should be readily
food supplies, too. Make an
known. Too, an emergency
effort to always have a flashsupply kit should be placed
light and a battery-powered
both in your home and car.
Once the Ready part of
radio to keep up with valuthe program is completed,
able information. Eye glasses,
Set comes into play. This
medications,
important
is the part that equals BE
family documents, and insurPREPARED! Check in with
ance info should be ready to
inciweb.nwcg.gov to stay
go at all times, as well.
informed about local fire
But what about Evergreen
Today more and more
weather. Next, evacuate if you
in particular? Well, that’s
people are moving to
know you are out of time.
another part of the plan. The
Otherwise, take time to alert
Evergreen Fire Protection
wildland areas, and
all family and neighbors,
District
sponsors
and
that means even more encourages a community
close all windows and doors,
remove shades and curtains
program that has proven
chances for fire.
from windows, turn off all
to be invaluable. The
pilot lights and air conditioning, and move furni- Community Wildlife Protection Implementation
ture to the middle of the room. Again, if there is Plan (CWPIP), developed by the Health Forest
time, extinguish any small fires surrounding your Restoration Act of 2003 and the Colorado State
house. Have a ladder available and cover attic and Forest Service has been put into practice in eight
ground vents with pre-cut plywood or commer- of our districts thus far. That’s good, but could
cial seals if possible.
be better. As it turns out, our community has
Go! This is when you act by vacating your 30 areas in total; therefore, few folks have been
property. A controlled yet speedy exit gives you properly informed. However, about a month ago
and your family the best chance of survival. a committee of 10 residents organized a CWPIP
Roads must be cleared early on so firefighters in area 21 and the turnout was very impressive.
Another option to help reduce the threat of fire
can access property without entanglement with
residents. Go to a predetermined area that is free enveloping your home is Fire Wise landscaping.

“
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Surprisingly, the foliage you plant, coupled with
regular maintenance, can be consequential. True,
all vegetation, be it natural or otherwise, can
serve as fuel to a fire, but with a small amount of
research safer alternatives can be found. However,
where and how you plant may even be more significant than what you plant. Always remember
that a plant’s water content is crucial and most
responsible for its volatility. Choose deciduous
plants, as their leaves retain more moisture and
therefore are less flammable.
Because we live in one of the highest risk areas
in Colorado, it would be wise to take seriously
such measures as given here. Today more and
more people are moving to wildland areas, and
that means even more chances for fire. In addition, fires caused by humans are increasing. Our
woodlands are producing more trees, plants,
leaves, and needles, all of which contribute to fuel
that spreads fire. Slash collection and burning is
a regular occurrence. Evergreen Fire Rescue at
www.jeffco.us/2493/Slash-Collection posts dates
concerning such. Too, signing up for Code Red
is another step in the right direction. Using the
Code Red Mobile Alert App can assist you in case
of a fire and even save lives.
Recent rains have brought a sigh of relief to all
of us in the community. However, that’s not the
end of the story, and wildfire continues to be a
threat. Communicate with your neighbors in your
unit and create an evacuation plan. Volunteer for
community projects designed to remove slash
and make your home safer. Remember we elk live
here, too, and are depending on you to keep these
lands viable and safe. So long for this time, and
I’ll impart more information in the near future.

Share the Moment

Every month in

At Center for the Arts Evergreen
BY CATHY JONES

stories are contributed by local residents
to inspire healthy living, happy families,
and community giving.

Our August theme is
Kids — Back to School

We’d love to hear what you have to say!
Email your story to
jeff@mtnconnection.com.
[ Deadline is the 16th of July.]
Medlen School [photo by Gary Loffler]

A
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group of volunteers
helped
establish
“Share the Moment”
at Center for the Arts
Evergreen (CAE), Colorado,
a community engagement
program for adults living
with memory loss and their
caregivers. The program is
modeled after one developed
by the Museum of Modern
Art (MoMA) in New York
City that has inspired similar
programs at cultural organizations across the country. It consists of conversation-based tours of the art
exhibit that is currently on
display in the CAE art gallery. The volunteers received
special docent training from
the Alzheimer’s Association
of Colorado for working
with people with memory
loss. They also observed a
similar program, “Art & About,” at the Denver
Art Museum to learn how this event could be
implemented at CAE. In addition to the conversation-based tour of the gallery, an art activity related to the exhibit is offered after the tour.
Many of the participants find this to be the most
fun part of the experience. They get to take something home that they have created. The program
is underwritten by CAE with the help of a grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts.
I am a professional watercolor artist and
trained docent in the program who experienced
the healing power of art for seniors myself when
my mother was moved to assisted living. It was
hard for her to give up control of her life, and
the art activities helped her to adjust to assisted
living. We have a dedicated cohort of docents, all
of whom have a personal experience with someone with memory loss or needing special care. In

addition, some have teaching
backgrounds, nursing experience specializing in senior
care, or are professional artists. CAE offers the Share the
Moment program not only
for adults living with memory
loss and their caregivers but
also for seniors from Elk Run
Assisted Living in Evergreen,
the Senior Resource Center
Evergreen, and other similar
organizations. The program
was initiated in the fall of
2018. To date, CAE has presented 16 tours based on
5 different CAE exhibits to
about 120 participants.
As the program expands,
we welcome additional volunteer docents. If you are
interested in volunteering,
please contact Inga Kamis,
Curator, or Patricia Wafer,
Program Assistant, at CAE
(303-674-0056). CAE will arrange training for
new docents or artists joining the program.
Share the Moment sessions are enjoyable for
the caregivers as well as the person with memory
loss. They provide an opportunity to enjoy an
activity with their loved one independent of any
need for the person with memory loss to recall
past events. The outing provides an intellectual, shared experience for the caregiver and the
person with memory loss that can provide the
stimulus for further interaction at home.

BY BILL AND WILL BOTTOMS — EMAHS

T

he words Hiwan and Buchanan seem to be
common around Evergreen, but who was
Darst Buchanan and what does the word
“Hiwan” mean? More importantly, how are they
related?
Throughout Evergreen’s history, there have
been numerous properties that carry “Hiwan”
in their name, and all of them trace their origins back to the Hiwan Ranch. The ranch was
started by Darst Buchanan in 1938 when he
purchased the 1,100-acre Camp Neosho from
the Williams / Douglas family that dated back to
1893. This purchase set in motion the fulfillment
of his long-held dream to be a rancher. Darst
built the Hiwan Ranch, breeding award-winning, registered Hereford cattle, recognized as
one of the top five Hereford breeding ranches in
the US. But, let’s back up a little: who was Darst
Buchanan, and what brought him to Evergreen
in the first place?

Hiwan meaning:
“
‘members of a household,’ ‘land
let to members of a household,’ or
‘members of a king’s household.’

”

Darst was born in 1892 and grew up in Ohio.
After he finished his one-room schoolhouse
education he worked as a timekeeper for Frisco
Railroad maintenance crews. In 1912, he married “the girl next door,” Ruth Peake, and they
moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma, where Darst landed
a job in the natural gas industry with Chestnut
& Smith. He quickly rose to the position of Vice
President, which he held until 1929 when the
stock market crashed. Only days after the crash,
Darst joined forces with three other Chestnut &
Smith associates, raising $250,000 to start their
own natural gas production company, HanlonBuchanan, Inc. Through dedicated hard work,
they grew Hanlon-Buchanan into five companies
handling pipelines, manufacturing, and production of oil and gas.
The Buchanans first visited Evergreen in 1930,
when Darst and Ruth attended an oil convention at the Troutdale-in-the-Pines Hotel. They
immediately fell in love with the small town of
Evergreen and chose to spend many of the following summers with their three girls renting
cabins all around the area. Then in 1938, after Dr.
Jo Douglas passed, Fr. Douglas moved to Denver
and placed Camp Neosho up for rent. It just so
happened that the Buchanans rented the camp
for the summer of 1938. The girls, Betty, Joan,
and Barbara, loved the place so much that they
convinced their mom and dad to buy it. In 1938,
Darst started to build his dream ranch with the
1,100 acres of Camp Neosho for $50,000.
Ruth Buchanan chose a new name for their
ranch. Looking at her Anglo-Saxon dictionary, Ruth found the word “Hiwan” meaning

“members of a household,” “land let to members
of a household,” or “members of a king’s household.” All these definitions were right on target,
so the Buchanans named their new property
“The Hiwan Ranch.”
With the help of his son-in-law, John Casey
(husband of Betty Buchannan), who had ranching experience from Texas, Darst started to grow
his dream ranch. Through a series of purchases,
leases and quit claims, Hiwan Ranch expanded
its operation to approximately 30,000 acres
stretching from Independence Mountain near
Evergreen to Central City surrounding Idaho
Springs. They also purchased the Wadsworth
Ranch, (approximately 320 acres) in what is now
Lakewood.
During WWII, Darst served as Federal
Petroleum District #3 Coordinator within the
Department of Interior, where he provided oversight to more than 70% of the United States’
domestic oil production. Consequently, during
the war, the operation of Hiwan Ranch was
left in the hands of John Casey as the Ranch
Manager. One of the early production ventures
for the ranch was to raise turkeys, a flock of over
10,000. After the war in 1947, Darst started his
Hereford breeding operation with the purchase
of WHR Helmsman 89th, his bull, for $61,000.
Note: This was more than he paid for Camp
Neosho in the first place.
At the peak of the operation Hiwan had
approximately 750 breed cows. However, in the
1950s, as Darst was spooling down the Hereford
operation assisted by John Casey, he formed
Hiwan Development Company, which began to
subdivide much of their owned properties, thus
leading to the creation of Hiwan Hills, Hiwan
Village, the Hiwan Golf Club, and other JeffCo
properties. Additionally, their portfolio included
the Evergreen Lumber Company and other properties along Main Street in Evergreen, including
what is now the Little Bear. During this time
Darst and Ruth moved to Cherry Hills, while
their daughter Joan (Goodale / Landy) and her
family remained in the house year-around. Darst
died in 1960 and Ruth in 1962. Joan continued
to live in the house and worked with the Hiwan
Development Company to sell off the remaining
Hiwan Ranch property.
In 1973, the house and outbuildings were
almost sold to a developer. Fortunately, in 1972,
the Colorado General Assembly had passed the
Open Space Act which allowed for the purchase
of land and property for the protection of history
and open space. At that time, JeffCo Open Space
had just come into existence, and one of their
first purchases was the Hiwan house, its outbuildings, and approximately 1.2 acres. This led
to the opening of the Hiwan Heritage Museum
in 1975.

Darst Buchanan

Darst Buchanan purchase of Hiwan bull

Throughout Evergreen’s history, there have been numerous
“
properties that carry ‘Hiwan’ in their name, and all of them trace
their origins back to the Hiwan Ranch.
”

Thanks to the Williamses,
Douglases, and the
Buchanans, we are
fortunate to have this
beautiful property with
its incredible history.
To hear “The rest of the
story” and how close
we came to losing it,
come visit The Hiwan
Museum; Tuesday – Friday
12:00 – 4:00 and Saturday
& Sunday 12:00 – 4:30.

Share the Moment sessions are free,
but participants are asked to RSVP to assure
appropriate group size. Please see:
https://evergreenarts.org/share-the-moment/ or
call CAE at 303-674-0056 to find out more.
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July Cover Artist
Bonnie C. Smith

Thank you to ALL artists out there for making our world more beautiful.

B

A former middle school teacher and adjunct professor,
“she
now devotes her time to designing pieces of art.
”

onnie C. Smith is a self-taught artist
living in Bailey, Colorado. Her first
piece of art, a pencil drawing of a colt
and mother resting in the hay, was inspired by
her grandfather who raised and sold horses
and mules in the Midwest. Another memorable piece created was a self portrait in the
early 70s.
Pursuing a career in education over 17
years diverted her away from art. In 2010, she
was the State Runner Up for “The Excellence
in Education Award.” It was in the early
2000s that she was able to return to creating
pieces of art.
A former middle school teacher and
adjunct professor, she now devotes her time
to designing pieces of art, painting her original designs using acrylic and watercolors,
wood burning, and wood working.

Bonnie loves to paint pieces that show the
beauty of the world around her. Her love
of intense color inspires her to exaggerate
the God-given colors in nature to create her
vibrantly-colored pieces. She works mostly in
watercolor and acrylics on watercolor paper
or on wood.
Locally she is known for her one-of-a-kind
hand-painted Lazy Susans.
Custom orders available!
303-816-2013
email: mtnwooddesigns@gmail.com
MtnWoodDesigns.com
www.facebook.com/lazysus/

Cathy Jones Sunflower Studio

www.TAVolgenau.com • TAVolgenau@gmail.com •

Volgenau_art

CHATTING WITH TERESA
GERALD VOLGENAU: I stopped by the Beso
de Arte restaurant in Morrison this afternoon
and was astounded again by the display. Your
art is spread on every available wall through
three rooms and two hallways.
TERESA ANNE VOLGENAU: Frankly, Dad,
I’m delighted. Beso is displaying 24 of my most
romantic paintings and 32 micro pen drawings.
The show’s title is “Besitos Romanticos,” which
translates as romantic kisses. The best kind.
GV: I can’t help noticing that your art is like
nothing else I tend to see in Colorado. Here,
many, perhaps most artworks have Western
mountain themes — cowboys, cattle, buffaloes,
aspen trees lined up in a row, and rugged peaks
reflected in lakes.
TAV: Well, this mountain environment does
help my work. I pull energy from it. But I don’t
use it as subject matter.
GV: How would you describe your work?
TAV: I call it Contemporary Romance. The
themes are very romantic and often include
dancers. Ballet dancers and tango dancers. The
images are bold, but I include a lot of magic
detailing, often with gold metallic paint. I think
you called it “swirlings of stardust.”
My skin tones often surprise people — purples, lots of purples, blues, greens, yellows,
oranges. I try to make the colors as vibrant as I
can. I think people can best view my work first
from a distance to catch the dramatic forms.
Then I hope they move in close and spend
some time to look at the detailing.
GV: It’s no surprise that you often use dancers
as a subject. Virtually your whole career has
centered around dance.
Born and raised in Boulder, you studied classical ballet from age 5, went on to Interlochen
Arts Academy in Michigan, and then proceeded to perform, teach, and do choreography in cities across the globe — New York, Los
Angeles, Buenos Aires, Istanbul, Warsaw. And
let’s not forget, you’ve had a number of acting
gigs along the way. You actually studied theater
at the University of Utah.

And now, while you continue to teach dance,
you have turned almost full-time to painting.
But you’ve always drawn and painted. Right?
TAV: Yes. I was never without a pad and pen. I
would draw during any free time. Waiting for
an audition in Los Angeles, riding the subway
in New York, sipping mate in a coffee shop in
Argentina. A number of these early drawings are
displayed in Morrison.
GV: That said, it still seems like a big jump from
doing plies in a leotard to swabbing paint on a
canvas.
TAV: That certainly seems mystifying to some.
But in my mind, all the arts are connected in
real ways. The very best art always involves a
passion for the work. A need to make connections, to make something original that no one
else can offer.
But each artist reaches for these goals in different ways. Some want to astound and even
provoke anger. I’m at the other extreme. I want
my work to bring slices of beauty.
Beauty in dance involves lovely lines, grace,
and power. And that only comes with an iron
discipline. I am dedicated to painting. So I also
bring that same discipline to the canvas that I
brought to the stage.
Finally, and I think many artists would agree,
I make art because that is who I am. I quite literally cannot help myself. It’s often a hard life.
Rewards may not come when you really need
them. But I have come to a realization: Art is
not so much the life I chose; it is the life that
chose me. I create and will keep on creating,
and it makes no difference if I live in a fancy
apartment in Ibiza or I live in a cardboard box.
GV: Perhaps when you get to Ibiza, you could
invite me.
The TAVolgenau art studio is located at 6949
Hwy 73 in Marshdale, and Teresa eagerly
invites guests to drop by whenever she is
there for a look-see, purchases, chat, and tea.
Gerald Volgenau is a former journalist of
close to 30 years with the Detroit Free Press
and a published author.

Cathy came to put paint on paper long after
having been inspired by the Impressionist
painters while studying for her Bachelor of
Arts Degree in Paris and Grenoble, France.
After graduation from the University of
Illinois, she married and moved to New
England, immersing herself in the fine art
museums of Harvard College and Boston, MA.
After moving to Evergreen, she discovered
Georgia O’Keeffe and fell in love with her sensuous style of painting flowers and southwestern landscapes. She then discovered her muse
was watercolor and decided to concentrate her
efforts in that medium. She is currently painting contemporary mountain landscapes, while
continuing to explore the medium of watercolor as it constantly reveals itself to her in
different ways inspiring her creativity.
www.cathyjonesart.com
cathyjonesart@hotmail.com

Paul Thisted
Paul is an Evergreen artist, with oil paintings at Shadow
Mountain Art Gallery, HearthFire Bookstore, Lariat Lodge,
and Colorado Mountain Art Gallery in Georgetown. His oils
are inspired by the beauty and diversity of the great outdoors and reflect the joy of creation and colors of nature.
Visit his website for more information: paulthisted.com

Amy Love
Designs
Born and raised in Boulder, CO, Amy is
now a mixed media artist of handmade
greeting cards. She has been creating and
designing for 25 years now in Evergreen.
No two cards are alike, making each a oneof-a-kind original work of art.
She uses a large variety of mediums that
could include watercolor or acrylic on
paper, hand-made papers, fabric, embellishments, hot encaustic waxes, dried flowers or leaves, wood or metal objects, ribbons, etc. Additionally, Amy makes aspen
and mountain landscapes out of fabrics
and / or handmade papers that are matted
or framed. She is currently represented in
seven different galleries around Colorado.
Contact Ms. Love at
amylovedesigns@gmail.com
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mountain hearth & patio
a Division of Mountain Man Fireplace and Chimney, Inc.

Now Is The Time!
BY JAKE T JOHNSON, NFI/CSIA/FIRE

W

The Athlete by Nancy Golden
Located at: Dam Sculpture Garden

Side by Each by Charlotte and Ben Zink
Located at: Antique Store by Beau Jo’s

Compeers by Sara D’Alessandro
Located at: Evergreen Crafters

Jack Knife by Stephen Shactman
Located at: Bear Creek Hair Memorial Garden

Evergreen Sculpture Walk
BY GARY LOFFLER AND MARTY HALLBERG

T
Kit Fox by Pokey Park
Located at: Beau Jo’s

Stone Splitting by Justin Squier
Located at: Evergreen Mountain Village

Trail 413 by Kyle Ocean
Located at: Buchanan Ponds North

ake a stroll in Evergreen and you’re likely
to come across a kissable frog, a cunning
kit fox, or any of the many sculptures that
make up the Sculpture Walk, thanks to Sculpture
Evergreen. Some of the sculptures are whimsical, like Bob the Dinosaur that graces Stagecoach
Park, Blanche the Rhino at Buchanan Pond, and,
of course, Morning Spirits near Java Groove.
It is not uncommon to see a tourist or even a
local getting their picture taken with this smiling
gentleman.
This all got its start in 1977, when the Art in
Public Places Program required new capital constructions funds for state buildings to set aside
1% of their budget for art. AiPP has expanded
over the years, and now Colorado Creative
Industries is responsible for overseeing these
funds. Among the recipients of the 1% for Art
monies is Sculpture Evergreen, though this is not
the sole source of their budget; local businesses
and individuals contribute as well.
For 25 years now, Sculpture Evergreen has
been providing artists a chance to show their
work to the public. Originally just a few pieces
were commissioned and placed, but in 1995 they
funded the first Sculpture Walk. Art work was
exhibited on public land for one year, with the
option for individuals or groups to purchase the
pieces. Evergreen and Jefferson County now have
35 permanent installations thanks to the group.
Spirits of the Land, located near the Evergreen
Lakehouse, was the first piece purchased by
Sculpture Evergreen, and was installed in June
of 1996. The latest acquisitions are “I’ve Been
Kissed” by Pokey Park from Tuscon, Arizona
(who also created “Kit Fox,” a past winner of
the People’s Choice Award, and also part of the
permanent collection), and “Oliver” by Jeff Best
of Clare, Michigan (Jeff has a sculpture in this
year’s walk as well, “Bugling Elk”). Other new
sculptures on display this year include “Side by

Bugling Elk by Jeff Best
Located at: Lutheran Church of the Cross

I’ve Been Kissed by Pokey Park Located at: Buchanan Ponds

A self-guided Sculpture
Walk is available through
sculptureevergreen.org, and
is a great introduction to both the
public art available for view in
Evergreen and Evergreen itself.
Each” by local Colorado artists Charlotte and Ben
Zink of Berthoud, Colorado; “Stone Splitting”
by Justin Squier of Grand Junction, Colorado;
“Compeers” by Sara D’Alessandro, Cuba, New
Mexico; and “Trail 413” by Kyle Ocean of Fort
Collins, Colorado.

The Sculpture Walk (self-guided via cell
phone) is available through their website, sculptureevergreen.org, and is a great introduction to
both the public art available for view in Evergreen
and Evergreen itself. Check out the map so you
don’t miss any!
Center for the Arts Evergreen (CAE) also
counts Colorado Creative Industries among their
sponsors, though, like Sculpture Evergreen, they
also depend on private donors. The CAE presents about twelve exhibits a year in their main
location and uses two satellite locations for
smaller shows by local artists. The CAE’s location
in Bergen Park was granted a Historic Landmark
designation in 2016. While much of the building
is relatively new, the east wing contains an 1880s
one-room schoolhouse, and the glasswork facade
is from the Lowry Air Force Base Chapel. The
Center for the Arts Evergreen is open Monday
through Saturday, and admission is free. (Read
more about CAE in the article on page 21.)
Taking a moment to view Public Art can be
an enjoyable break. Finding a work of art is like
walking around the bend on a hike and getting
a clear view of the mountains. The trek itself
is pleasant, but the unexpected vistas are what
make it remarkable.

hat are your home improvement
projects this summer? Have updates
to your home made your fireplace
look even worse than ever? Your fireplace is the
centerpiece of your home; it should reflect your
style. Now is the time to update your fireplace
so you’ll be ready when the cool weather comes.
You don’t have to live with an ugly, outdated, dirty, drafty fireplace. There are so many
attractive AND efficient options, whether you
want to burn wood or gas, in a fireplace, stove
or insert. We are your expert resource in high
efficiency appliances and doing “mini-remodels” in homes like yours. We can also work
with your remodeler if you’re doing a larger
project and want something better than a
builder-grade fireplace for your forever home.
You can even add a fireplace to a blank wall!
We can help you put in a fireplace almost anywhere in your home. The newest trends feature fireplaces where you may not expect, such
as your kitchen or bedroom, like the beautiful
installation below. Your home doesn’t have to
be brand new or custom-built to have a fireplace anywhere you want one.
Any room in your home can become cozier
and warmer. Imagine getting ready for the day
on a cool autumn morning, but you’re perfectly comfortable because you have a beautiful and efficient gas fireplace burning in your
bedroom or bathroom. When it’s time to go,
you can easily turn it off with the press of a
button or set the fireplace to thermostat-mode
to keep your room consistently warm.
Gas fireplaces are the most popular choice
for remodel projects, because they are easy to
operate and can integrate into any room. For
gas fireplaces and stoves, the venting can even

“

Your fireplace is the
centerpiece of your home; it
should reflect your style.

”

be as simple as straight out through the wall,
minimizing disturbance to your home while
safely exhausting outside. Also, the clearances
to combustibles are built into the unit, called
zero-clearance, so you know your home will
be warm and safe.
Did you know you can get a new woodburning fireplace? There is a misconception that new
fireplaces aren’t allowed to be woodburning,
but it’s just not true. Woodburning fireplaces,
stoves, and inserts are allowed as long as they
are EPA-Certified. That means the woodburning appliance meets stringent pollution and efficiency standards, so today’s woodburning products are better for air quality, and are better at
heating your home. All our woodburning units
are EPA-Certified, and we consider that another
one of our specialties. Woodburning fireplaces
and inserts are also considered zero-clearance,
so installing a new woodburning unit in your
home is easier than you think.
Your new zero-clearance fireplace can be
installed into framing that creates a bump-in
structure into any room, like the picture
below. Adding a vertical design element for the
fireplace within a room can create a focal point
for a television, built-in bookshelves, or even
the classic look floor-to-ceiling stone. You can
complement the existing style of your home
with other design elements around your new
fireplace, such as a hearth extension, mantel,
stonework, or sleek modern tile.

If your home is already as cozy as you’d like
and you don’t want to give up any living space
to your new fireplace and hearth, we can usually build bump-out framing on the exterior
of your home so your new fireplace doesn’t
protrude into your living area. This is popular for those who want a seamless look of the
fireplace set into the wall. With this option,
you get all the safety features and benefits of
having a warm and beautiful new fireplace
while preserving the entire living environment
of your room, balancing your need for space
with your need for warmth.
If you already have a fireplace in your home,
we can improve it. It’s not as complicated as
it may seem to remove an old, inefficient factory-built fireplace and replace it with a new,
beautiful and powerful heater. If you wish to
update your old masonry fireplace, there are
many design options for putting an insert
into the old firebox that will take your fireplace from outdated and ugly to efficient and
elegant. Also, we can custom-size doors in a
nearly infinite combination of metal finishes,
shapes, door styles, glass tint, and more.
Thinking about updating your landscaping
or patio? A firepit can help you make the most
of your outdoor space. When the nights get
cool, you don’t have to abandon your beautiful
back yard, especially if you’ve put so much into
updating it this summer. We’ve been taking
advantage of this warm weather, as well: we’ve
moved our firepit displays out front for you
to see. Check them out and see how you can
update your outdoor living space!
Visit our website at www.MtnHP.com to
see our products and portfolio of work.
Happy Independence Day!

Call us today
at Mountain
Hearth & Patio
303.679.1601
or electronically
at Office@
MtnHP.com.
You’re invited
to visit the
showroom at
7001 Highway 73
in Marshdale.

Visit sculptureevergreen.org for more
information about their 25-year history
of promoting art and for maps of the current
and permanent sculptures.
You can also vote for your favorite.
Center for the Arts Evergreen
31880 Rocky Village Rd. Evergreen, CO 80439
Phone: 303-674-0056 • www.evergreenarts.org
ALL PHOTOS BY GARY LOFFLER

Oliver by Jeff Best
Located at: RE/MAX Alliance at Stagecoach Center
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Pet connections

TRYING MY HAND BRINGS
APPRECIATION

LOOKING FOR THEIR FOREVER HOMES

BY ANNE VICKSTROM

Full disclosure — I love art. I’m
involved in the Center for the
Arts Evergreen, and my idea of a
fun day is touring all the galleries
in our mountain community. I
have even been known to visit
consignment and thrift stores
searching for that over-looked
masterpiece. (Still looking!)

F

or years I wrote a column about mountain
area artists and thrived on being invited
into studios and learning artists’ techniques. I left with not only a slew of artists I now
call friends, but also the admiration and absolute
awe of these talented souls.
Learning what it takes to create a piece of
blown glass, a clay pot, an oil painting, a delicate
piece of jewelry, or a carefully printed engraving
is a humbling experience; but what is REALLY
humbling is trying my own hand at it. “Egads!”
Years ago I arrived at a pastel class with nothing
more than my coffee mug in hand. Such a rookie
at this art student gig, it never even occurred to
me to purchase a starting kit of paper, pastels
and a roll of paper towels. The instructor took
pity on me and I tried to be as conservative with
her supplies as possible. She shared her story
and her techniques and set us off to discover the
artist within ourselves. The artist within me had
a problem getting what I imagined in my mind
to somehow travel down my arm and into my

fingers. What came out
comment that perhaps I
on the paper was really
could learn to deal with
Learning what it takes to
nothing more than a
failure in a more posichild-like drawing. It
tive way. Okay, okay.
create
a
piece
of
blown
glass,
lacked
composition,
Strike two! I haven’t
a clay pot, an oil painting, a
shadowing and basic
picked up a watercolor
design. Oh well.
brush since. Again, the
delicate
piece
of
jewelry,
or
a
I haven’t picked
paper and watercolor
carefully printed engraving
up a pastel crayon
didn’t call.
since. And I know
Most recently, I took
is
a
humbling
experience.
what you’re thinking,
an acrylic class from
“It takes practice to
a dear friend. She
become something.”
is funny, kind, and
Yes. I KNOW that.
patient, and more than
But the fact is, after
anything, I wanted
that class, no paper or
to succeed under her
pastel called to me to
instruction. It was a
stop doing whatever
fabulous experience,
else it was I was doing
with only a few other
so I could draw.
students, giving my
Years later, just last
tutoring friend plenty
year, I took a waterof time to work individcolor class from an
ually with each of us. I
incredibly talented and
actually created somekind artist. Sharing
thing that resembled
this experience with
the fun flowers she was
friends, I sat there and
trying to get us to paint.
watched everyone else
I’ll be the first to say
master painting a rock
that the others in the
and creating the shadow beneath it, while my class created more swiftly and with more success
watery strokes just seemed to get muddier and than I did, but they each encouraged me, saying
uglier until the mess on the paper before me that they had worked in this medium before. I
more resembled a spilled coffee than a boulder managed a second painting, although I didn’t
in a rushing spring creek. I’m not very good at finish it in the allotted time.
hiding my frustration, and later a friend made a
I have a stack of pre-gessoed canvases, paint

“

”

brushes, and acrylic paints that I am keeping
close. I have plans to set up in the kitchen, where
I think I won’t make too much of a mess, and see
where it takes me! I may end up spending a lot
of time with those paints, or I may not. But that’s
not the point. Through these experiences, in
addition to high school art classes that exposed
me to clay, jewelry and other art forms, I learned
not only technique but more, appreciation.
There is a painting in our home that was
painted from a photograph of our children when
they were young. I stood beside it the other evening and said, “Look at this, a tiny pinpoint of
paint IS our daughter’s eye!” The artist captured
our children’s expressions from the photograph
perfectly. You can see the innocent smile of our
other daughter and the full-court-press smile of
our son.
I’ve always admired art, but once I learned
what it takes to create it, and especially once
I tried it myself, I appreciate and admire it all
the more.
Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has
written for national and regional publications
and has published books. She loves living in
Evergreen where she and her husband raised
their three children and six dogs.

Meet Amos:
Approximately 2 years old, 55 lbs, Amos is a white
German shepherd/retriever mix. He is shy at first and
can take time to trust new people. However, Amos has
no issues with other dogs, and he loves to play! Once
Amos has established trust, he is very affectionate. He
is calm around cats and is already crate trained and
house trained. Amos will blossom with patience and
obedience training.

Meet Hudson:
This sweet boy is a Labrador mix, approximately 2 years
old, and around 70 lbs. Hudson can be wary and take
time to warm up to new people. Any potential adopter
must be patient and willing to work with him. Once
Hudson is comfortable, he is good-natured, affectionate,
and snuggly! Hudson is calm around cats and crate
trained, house trained, and can use a doggy door! He
will blossom with obedience training.

Amos is one of the Good Samaritan foster program
dogs, is microchipped, and has received age appropriate
vaccinations.

Hudson is one of the Good Samaritan foster program
dogs and is microchipped and has received age
appropriate vaccinations.

Apply today at home2homepets.org

Apply today at home2homepets.org

Rigby is one of the Good Samaritan foster program
dogs and is microchipped, heartworm negative and has
received age appropriate vaccinations.

Apply today at TAGGrescue.org

Apply today at home2homepets.org

A Skeptic’s View
Cause and Effect

W

The arts are essential to any complete National life.
“
The State owes it to itself to sustain and encourage them…
ill fares the race which fails to salute the arts with the reverence
and delight which are their due.
site visits and writings about art. Bottom line,
while Art History taught me about materials,
techniques and patterns, what I really learned
was that art sits in relationship not only to the
individual but also to institution, religion, and
politics. The aesthetics of art are both uniquely
personal and broad cross-cultural exchanges. I
never took an art class after Art History 110, but I
have woven what I learned from that curriculum
like a central thread throughout my life.
My youngest son, Keenan, has an artist’s heart.
His final academic evaluation says this about
him: “He is very creative and loves to draw and
write. He can be found with pencil to paper creating humorous stories with detailed illustrations
to match.” For his first few years of lower elementary school, he was determined to convince
us all that his future was as a syndicated cartoon
columnist, and so he had no need for math. To
support his learning, I bought him composition

Dexter is neutered, microchipped, heartworm negative,
and has received age appropriate vaccinations.

For more information visit www.muddypawsphotos.com. If you would like
amazing wall art of your favorite furry friend, contact Amy Johnson at 303-229-4739 or
amy@muddypawsphotos.com. Muddy Paws is located in South Evergreen near Conifer.

BY KAARSTEN TURNER DALBY

— Winston Churchill

Meet Rigby:
This striking boy is approximately 1 year old, around
50 lbs, and is a pointer mix. He is very affectionate and
enjoys snuggling with his human friends. Rigby is good
with other dogs, curious about cats, and is already crate
trained and house trained. A smart active dog, Rigby
is eager to please and loves to learn. He would make a
good hiking or running buddy and will blossom with
obedience training.

All Photos by Amy Johnson Muddy Paws Photography

Value Art

inston Churchill was the Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom
from 1940 into 1945. There is a
lovely story of Churchill being asked to sell off
the paintings held in the National Gallery of
England to pay for the war effort. “Then what
are we fighting for?” was his answer. The veracity of Churchill actually uttering those words has
been challenged in recent years. However, their
deeper truth still holds a charge with England.
Art has value. And that value goes well beyond
the monetary and into the very soul of a culture.
Churchill, who was an avid painter himself, may
not have uttered those famous words. But he did
state that, “The arts are essential to any complete
National life. The State owes it to itself to sustain
and encourage them…ill fares the race which
fails to salute the arts with the reverence and
delight which are their due.”
When I was in college, The Smith College
Museum of Art was directly across from my
residence house. Hillyer Hall, home of the college’s art department, is part of the Brown Fine
Arts Center, and I walked across the street and
through the atrium of these buildings every
morning on my way to class in the main quad. I
was an English major, and an economics minor,
and the art majors were on an entirely different
level of women’s sophistication. During the first
week of class, the upper-class students mentored
the first-years as we explored the expansive
course catalog. Smith was a liberal arts college
and had no core curriculum. Therefore, outside
of your major requirements, there were no official course requirements, and choosing classes
was quite overwhelming. There were, however,
several classes that came highly recommended
by our peers, and Art History was one of them.
Art History 110 was the beginning of a salute
to the arts, and it met three days a week for an
hour and fifteen minutes. The course description
outlined a semester-long commitment to explore
how art and architecture profoundly shape visual
experiences and shifted understandings of the
past and present. Featuring different case studies,
each section included work with original objects,

Meet Dexter:
This big puppy boy is an Akbash mix with breed-specific
traits. At around 8 months old and 80 lbs, Dexter is
very affectionate and enjoys snuggling with his human
friends. He is good with female dogs, curious about cats,
and is already crate trained and house trained. A smart,
active dog, Dexter is eager to please and loves to learn.
He will blossom with further training and will need a
structured home environment with an adopter who
understands the Akbash breed.

”

books mapped out with squares so that he could
re-frame his thoughts along the lines of a comic
strip. It did help him for a while, and I am grateful for an educational environment that allowed
us all to meet his mind where it is instead of
asking him to mold himself to a different way of
thinking. He no longer opposes the value of his
more traditional subject matter, and he continues
to explore art.
The first week of summer he participated in
a week-long outdoor ceramics class at the Art
Garage in the Park Hill neighborhood of Denver.
The Art Garage is located in a former mechanic’s
garage on the corner of 23rd and Kearney streets
between Montclair and Colorado Avenue. The
repurposed space is every bit as funky and hip as
you might imagine. It is industrial and beautiful.
We dropped his older brother off for climbing
camp at South High School, and then the two of
us weaved our way for another half-hour drive

through the Washington Park, Belmar, Cherry
Creek, and finally Park Hill neighborhoods. Our
drive itself was a study in urban architecture and
design. He asked for ceramics instruction months
ago, and you know what, it is not easy to find a
ceramics class for kids in this community. During
our drive across town and after his brother was
out of the car, he started to share what he had
been learning (or perhaps what he had already
known about pottery) and more specifically
ceramics. “Do you know, Mom? Pottery is one
of the oldest human inventions.” In his class, he
was working with slabs and hand-building, but
he had his heart set on a potter’s wheel where he
could throw and jigger and jolly. Since he didn’t
have a wheel to throw, he talked about the process of kneading and wedging instead. He spent
his mornings at the Art Garage and came home
from the week with a cubed addition to a totem
pole, several little clay figures, a bird house, and
a few containers designed to hold pretty much
anything. He is taking another ceramics class
in July. This one is for three consecutive weeks,
and he will be using a potter’s wheel. When he
is exploring art, the light in his soul is palpable.
He has reawakened my own artistic way, and I
pulled my loom out of the closet last week. We
hold space for art in our house, and it comes in
all different forms.
I think that art makes this world a bit more
beautiful, and, perhaps more importantly, the
ability to see art in the everyday even more
valuable. The Denver Art Museum has some
heavy-hitting exhibitions coming to town this
fall. The Museum will be home to the most comprehensive U.S. exhibition of Monet paintings
in more than two decades. If you haven’t seen
an original Monet, take yourself there. The light
on the canvas of an original Monet will transform you, and when you look at the reproductions for the rest of your life, you’ll remember
exactly what that two-dimensional print is trying
to remind you. Because without art, what in the
world are we fighting for?
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BY GARY LOFFLER

S

ometimes we can see the effect of something long before we understand the cause.
Humans have long known that dropping
heavy objects makes them fall the ground.
Aristotle believed that heavier objects fell faster,
a notion that was disproved by Galileo. It was
not until 1687 that Newton defined gravity with
mathematics. His formulas applied not only to
apples falling from trees but for the planets orbiting the sun. When measurements got more exact,
astronomers noted discrepancies in the orbits
of Uranus and Mercury. In the case of Uranus,
Newton’s laws were applied and predicted a general location for an as-yet-unseen planet where
eventually Neptune was discovered. Mercury’s
discrepancy would have to wait until Einstein’s
General Theory for an explanation.
We have never waited until we knew the cause
of an effect before attempting to deal with it.
Long before modern medicine was developed,
humans had learned how to deal with broken
bones, fevers, and chills. The results were not
often good, but progress was made.
Smallpox is a deadly disease that had a 20 – 30%
mortality rate in the 1700s. Documentation from
10th-century China describes using inoculation
(also called variolation) as a way to lower that
mortality rate. The good news about getting smallpox was that you only got it once; if you survived,
you became immune to the disease. No one knew
why this happened, but this knowledge did lead
to inoculation, the practice of healthy people purposely exposing themselves to someone who had
smallpox. The thought was that by getting the
disease while they were otherwise in good health,
they would increase the chance that they would
survive. While this dramatically lowered the mortality rate of the disease, it did not reduce it to
zero. Another concern was that this increased the
spread of the disease. One of Benjamin Franklin’s
regrets was not inoculating his son who later died
of smallpox, but it must have been an agonizing
decision for a parent to make.

waited until we knew the cause of an effect
“We have never
before attempting to deal with it.
”

HENRY BARTON JACOBS COLLECTION, INSTITUTE OF THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE, JHU

It was noted that dairy farmers who commonly
contracted cowpox had a lower rate of smallpox
infection, which lead Edward Jenner to create
the first vaccine. Jenner’s primitive vaccine was
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effective and a major improvement over inoculation, reducing both the risk of death and the
spread of the disease.
There were immediate reactions from the

public, both positive and negative. It is easy to
find political cartoons from that era depicting
people with a cow growing out of the vaccine
injection site. However, medical professionals
were much more receptive. Smallpox is a horrible disease that was killing a significant percentage of the population, and doctors welcomed
any effective treatment for it. Jenner’s vaccine
worked, though at the time of its introduction
no one knew how it worked. Over the next few
years the vaccine was refined and improved.
Microscopes were just functional enough to see
protozoa floating in water. Discovering antibodies and understanding the immune system
would come much later. Viruses were first photographed around 1940 when the electron microscope was invented, which laid to rest the notion
that they were a variation of bacteria.
Vaccines are a safe and effective method to
treat virus-caused diseases, but nothing is absolutely safe. Approximately two people per million (0.000198%) vaccinated died, and while
this is significantly less than the 30% death rate
from getting smallpox, it is not zero. A massive,
worldwide effort to eradicate the disease was
deemed successful in 1971, and one year later
the smallpox vaccine was dropped from the list
of routine childhood vaccinations in America.
Other countries followed suit when they felt it
was safe to do so. Vaccination against smallpox is
still recommended for people traveling to some
parts of the world.
Our science books are full of discoveries that
started out as people playing with visible effects
long before they knew the cause of those effects.
Not all were as blindingly successful as Kendall’s
smallpox vaccine — early efforts with radium
and mercury come to mind as less safe examples — but almost all studies of effects lead to
learning something interesting.
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The Conifer Chamber Ribbon Cuttings

And Now For Something Completely Different

CONIFER UPDATE

BY FRANCESCA ARNIOTES

T

he old saying goes, “Everybody talks about
the weather but nobody does anything
about it.” Food makes a much more interesting subject of conversation, don’t you think?
From sharing great (or terrible) restaurant
experiences, to geeking out about the kitchen science of high-altitude baking or food allergies, we
can connect and converse extensively and enthusiastically about eating and cooking whether
we are on an awkward first date or married for
50 years. Add beverages into the mix — waters
from the center of the earth, trendy cocktails,
wines, designer soft drinks, or Colorado craft
beers — and strangers become acquaintances,
neighbors bond, and teenagers become fascinating for an entirely different reason. It’s why an
afternoon or evening of cooking with a group
of people is so popular. A cooking class offers
new recipes, different cooking techniques and, if
you’re cooking with a nerd like me, a fair share
of trivia, history, and culture connected to what
we’re cooking. (Um, and full disclosure: some
really stupid jokes.) The point being that for a
couple of hours spent like this we have weeks’
worth of new things to talk about with our
spouses and friends. Curiosity is piqued about
a different place, an interesting new ingredient,

or a variation in the way we usually cook and
present our meals. It can lead to a surprising
new type of date, maybe to an Asian or Middle
Eastern supermarket. Honestly, you can spend
an afternoon in Denver and feel like you have
travelled to a different country. (Fear not the
unfamiliar: food makes friends.) Cooking with
Tom can inspire a dinner party where you are the
chef of your own restaurant. It might spark an
outing to Williams Sonoma, Home Goods, or the
ARC store to find a unique serving dish for your
inspired presentation.
So speaking of feeling like you’ve visited
another country, I spent a few days visiting my
son in New Orleans. Tom and I have both talked
about the wealth of regional cooking, both in the

US and abroad, and how it stimulates our imaginations in the kitchen; and New Orleans is in a
class by itself.
We drove to Westwego, where there is a marketplace, a gravel lot with open stalls around
three sides. A dozen vendors competed for our
attention to their ice-filled coolers with freshly-caught gulf shrimp (or “skrimps” as they say),
sorted by size from big to gigantic, and bushels of
lively crabs. For about ten dollars, one can take
home the makings of a shellfish banquet. This
day, possibly sensing an adventurous spirit, one
lovely lady with a twinkle in her eye asked if I’d
ever eaten alligator. There’s a conversation starter!
She handed us a frozen package of local gator
with a recipe for Alligator Piquant on the back

GATOR SAUCE PIQUANT Serves 4
1 lb alligator meat, thawed and cubed
1 cup chopped onions
2 tablespoons olive oil
½ cup chopped celery
2 cloves garlic, minced
½ cup red bell pepper, diced
¼ cup chopped parsley
1 8 oz can tomato sauce
1 can Ro-tel tomatoes
1 cup sliced button mushrooms
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
¼ teaspoon basil
1 bay leaf
¼ teaspoon oregano
salt and pepper to taste
For rice:
2 cups long grain rice
4 cups water
1 teaspoon salt

• Sauté onions in oil until translucent.
• Add garlic, bell pepper, and celery and sauté
until tender.
• Add Ro-tel tomatoes, tomato sauce, and seasonings. Simmer 5 minutes.
• Add mushrooms and drained alligator meat.
• Cover and cook 30 minutes.
• Add parsley. Cook uncovered 5 – 10 minutes.
• Serve with rice.
• During cooking, make rice. Combine rice,
water, and salt, bring to a boil. Do not stir.
Cover tightly and lower heat to low for 20
minutes.
Note: Alligator may be marinated in white wine 1
hour before adding to sauce.

which she told us to follow. It was written out
as if MawMaw was sayin’ “an’ here’s whatchyou
gonna did next…” It took about 45 minutes, start
to finish, and it was outstanding eating. Alligator
is said to taste like chicken. Mmmmaybe? Maybe
a chicken / pork mix? It’s unique. It’s tender, and
the taste is sweet and mild. Only the tail is eaten.
And it is imperative that all fat be removed “or
you’ll never eat gator again.” This sauce is amazing. And make no mistake, piquant is a sauce, as
Miss Melissa made abundantly clear. If you look
around, you may see other recipes, claiming to
be authentically Cajun, that start out this dish
with a roux. Wrong! Miss Melissa has marched
into the kitchen to school at least one Florida
chef who didn’t know his etouffee from his
gumbo, so I’m not messing with her. Serve this
with plenty of fluffy white rice to soak it up. Here
at home, I substituted chicken thighs for the alligator meat and it was quite delicious, though
lacking the subtle complexity of alligator. I have
found frozen gator in Denver for $18 for a onepound pouch. We paid $12 at Wade’s Seafood
Shack. I’ll bet you can find it somewhere — what
a fun treasure hunt that will be! And this dish
will certainly will give you and your people lots
to talk about. So now, for something completely
different…

Keller Williams Foothills Realty, is
represented by Jessica Gentry.
Jessica is a highly recommended agent who loves
real estate and loves the Conifer-Bailey-PineEvergreen area. Share your vision for the successful
sale or purchase of your home and she will help you
accomplish your goals!
Give her a call today at (303) 838-3000.

Elevation Celebration is a free
“
community street faire the last weekend
in July in Conifer, Colorado.
”
BY MELANIE SWEARENGIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

C

onifer’s signature summer festival focuses on celebrating the
mountain lifestyle. Elevation Celebration is a free community street faire the last weekend in July in Conifer, Colorado.
The event boasts entertainment for the entire family over two full
days with live music, games, vendors, beer gardens and so much
more! This year’s festival is Saturday, July 27th, 7:30a – 7:30p
and Sunday, July 28th, 10:00a – 6:00p. The weekend kicks off
with the 7th Annual Elevation Run / Walk sponsored by CO Jones
Mountain Lodge, Saturday, July 27th, at 7:30a on the Conifer
Community Trails System. Race categories include a 10K, 5K, and
2-mile Fun Run. This course celebrates the Conifer Trails that
take you around the scenic Aspen Park neighborhoods of Conifer
(average elevation 8200 feet!) on some paved and dirt roads and
trail running for the 10K’ers. The run is coordinated by and benefits the Conifer Lobos Unified Boosters (CLUB) and Conifer Area
Council (CAC) Trail team. Registration is open at http://clubchs.
org/Elevation.
This year’s festival features twenty-two bands on two main
stages and 11 acts on a Kids’ Stage. Entertainment showcases
local talent from the Foothills communities and surrounding
Front Range cities. Immediately following the Run at 9:30a, the
Celebration opens on the American Restoration stage, spotlighting Conifer’s own Kicked to the Curb, with music starting
on the Sano stage, sponsored by Sano Hospital for Animals, at
10:00a with Strange Brew. Festival headliners include Joe Bye
and Friends, Persuasion, The Steve Thomas Band and The Austin
Young Band. NEW for 2019, check out the Page Turner Bookstore
Kids’ Stage featuring entertainment for our younger guests. Two
unique beer gardens, located at either end of the event, showcase
community favorites. The Brooks Place Tavern Garden offers a
variety of favorite draft beers and wine with stage-side covered
seating by the Sano stage with fun tavern games and vendors. The
Snowpack Tap Tent, located by the American Restoration Stage,
features craft beer and assorted yard games sponsored by Conifer
Gutter and Best Awning Company. For those attendees looking for
an elevated experience, VIP passes are available featuring access
to two Spirits Tents sponsored by Aspen Park Wine & Spirits,
reserved seating, and parking, as well as a commemorative poster.
Limited VIP passes are available for $75 / couple per day. Tickets
can be purchased at www.goconifer.com/elevation-celebration.

Castles and Kitchens offers cooking experiences
in Conifer and Tuscany designed to stimulate
curiosity and conversation. Their cozy new
farmhouse kitchen on the back side of Staples
Center at Hwy 285 and 73 in Conifer hosts
classes for tots, kids, teens and adults. Learn
more at www.castlesandkitchens.com

festival features twenty-two
“This year’sbands
on two main stages.
”

Throughout the festival, attendees will find unique food trucks
offering a variety of tasty treats, craft and art vendors, as well
as informational booths about area businesses and organizations. Fun games will be sprinkled throughout the venue, with
competitions encouraged. New for 2019, look for The Mount
McAthelon focused on rewarding mountain skills. Competitors
will be rewarded for their ability to chain up a tire, close up their
trash to wildlife and maneuver the Highway 285 Boat and Trailer
obstacle course. The event will also continue a local tradition with
the third annual Four-Legged Chicken Race highlighting a bit of
Conifer’s past. The race will be a twist on an old favorite, a threelegged race, but will include three participants tied together to
race across a field. Chicken costumes will be available to spice up
the fun. Three Kids’ Zones located throughout the venue provide
activities for the entire family. The MacaroniKid Zone, tailored to
younger attendees, will offer trackless train rides, a Sesame Street
toddler zone, bounce house, fun crafts, games and more. For the
more adventurous at heart, the Conifer Community Church
XtremeZone will feature outdoor games including the Lagoon of
Doom and bungee challenge. New for 2019, the event will include
a new Kids’ Tent, sponsored by Page Turner Book Store, hosting the kids’ stage and Mount McAthelon games.
If you have any membership questions, or would like
to volunteer for Elevation Celebration, give me a call
at the office, Melanie Swearengin, Executive Director,
director@goConifer.com, 303-838-5711. Thank you for
your continued support and thank you for shopping local!

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
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Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News
Evergreen Park & Recreation District—
Marshdale Field Improvements Complete!
We have two Rec Centers & Evergreen Lake House.
We have a full gym, 2 indoor pools, gymnastics
gym, 2 fitness/weight rooms, racquetball court, 40’
climbing wall, trails, outdoor facilities, ice rink, kids
programs & care. Celebrating 50 Years!
Kelly Green — Marketing Manager
1521 Bergen Parkway
Evergreen 80439
(720) 880-1000
evergreenrecreation.com

Comfort Dental
We accept most insurances & offer Gold
Plan savings. Comfort Dental is proud to be your
dentist in Evergreen!
Dr. Gina-Marie Searle
1232 Bergen Pkwy Suite 105
Evergreen 80439
(303) 674-6070
comfortdental.com/dentist-evergreen-co/

Join Us and Celebrate!
BY BETSY HAYS

see our customers as invited guests to a party,
“We
and we are the hosts. It’s our job every day to

J

make every important aspect of the customer
experience a little bit better.
— Jeff Bezos, CEO Amazon

eff Bezos is spot-on when he describes how
businesses should view their customers.
Ellen O’Connor, Executive Director for the
Evergreen Park & Recreation District, and I as
the President of the Evergreen Chamber lead our
organizations to embrace the importance of the
customer experience. Thanking our customers is
a critical component of that experience.
For the last four years, the two organizations
have joined together to host an annual community appreciation party. The purpose of the party
is to say a big THANK YOU to everyone living,
recreating and shopping local. Games, music,
drinks, snacks and a fun raffle are all planned as
part of the festivities. PLUS the Buchanan Park
Recreation Center will be open to the public for

Bergen Village Shopping Center
New Farmer’s Market at Bergen Village Shopping
Center. Enjoy wonderful produce, food, and drink
vendors. Every Tuesday from June 4th to September
24th,10am-2pm.
Andy Lopez - Property Manager
Evergreen 80439
(303) 513-2114
bergenvillage.com

”

FREE from 5 – 7:30 pm for all to enjoy the pool,
weight rooms, rock wall and so much more. Join
us at 5pm on Thursday July 11 at Buchanan
Recreation Center.
July is National Park & Recreation Month, and
it is also the 50th anniversary of the Evergreen
Park & Recreation District. The Chamber turns
50 next year, and we hope you will come celebrate with us then as well! EPRD and the
Chamber would not be what they are today
without the patronage and the support of our
local community. Once again, thank you for your
patronage.
We look forward to seeing you at the party on
July 11!

Reslock and Sullivan
A residential architectural firm, Reslock and Sullivan
LLC specializes in creating custom home designs. New
homes, additions, or renovations from traditional to
mountain to modern.
Bill Reslock — Owner/Partner
Debbie Sullivan — Owner/Partner
1582 Prouty Drive | Evergreen 80439
(303) 917-3733
reslocksullivan.com

RPM Agency, Inc.
Michele Robbins & Kristin Robbins
Life Happens Fast…Protect What Matters Most. We
are all about building relationships, and educating our
wonderful community about what they do and don’t
need to be properly covered. We offer home, auto, life,
and commercial insurance.
Michele Robbins & Kristin
Robbins — Owners
4611 Plettner Lane Suite 102
Evergreen 80439
(720) 683-0010
rpmagency.com

High Road Coaching
High Road Coaching offers custom health and fitness
coaching. All plans are 100% tailored to your goals,
time, and equipment.
Natalie Raborn — Owner
Evergreen 80439
(303) 886-6643
highroadcoaching.com

1UP Aerial Drone Services
We sell drones, provide aerial services, and do
training. The age of the aerial photography drone
is entering a new era. Aerial drone services are
transforming business operations. Ask us how!
Chuck Adams — CEO
23765 Currant Drive
Golden 80401
(720) 476-4101
1UPDrones.com

Maven Enterprises
In 45 minutes we show business owners how
to triple their leads, double their sales, and add
$30 – $50 thousand to their annual revenue…
without spending an additional cent on marketing or
advertising.
Mic Helms — Managing Director
9901 Apache Spring Dr | Conifer 80433
(720) 316-2836
maven-enterprises.org

Shelly Lyn Photography
Shelly Lyn Photography is a family portrait business
specializing in creating beautiful, heirloom wall art,
albums and prints for clients to proudly and lovingly
display for generations.
Michelle Brien — Photographer
Evergreen 80439
(925) 890-4220
shellylynphotography.com

Spark Fitness, LLC If you’re ready to work hard, aren’t
afraid to drip with sweat, and welcome a challenge,
you’ve come to the right place! Welcome to Spark
Fitness, the place where you’ll become a better you!
Physical Freedom Physical Therapy with
specialization in manual therapy of the spine and the
extremities. Trigger point, dry needling, and other
conservative, yet innovative, individualized treatments.
32156 Castle Court Suite 101, Evergreen
Laura Grissom — Owner of Spark Fitness
(303) 903-4980 • yoursparkfitness.com
Jaime Leleszi — Owner of Physical Freedom
(720) 341-7959 • physicalfreedompt.com

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
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For almost 50 years the Evergreen
Area Chamber of Commerce
has proudly been serving the
mountain community. Our mission
is to grow the local economy by
building business relationships,
promoting the community and
representing local concerns with
our county government.

The Stone House
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439

EvergreenChamber.org

Grow your community...

Buy

Local!

Electric Rates Rising
BY MARK BROWN, VALORROOFANDSOLAR.COM

I

constantly have homeowners ask me if their
house is a candidate for solar. Others simply
question whether solar make sense. Nine
times out of ten the answer is YES! Now is the
time to take ownership of your electricity! Over
the last ten years, electric costs rose 34% on average, while consumer income rose 24 percent.
Paying IREA is a losing battle.
There are many misconceptions regarding
solar today. I have heard people say, “my roof
doesn’t face south so it doesn’t make sense for me
to get solar.” Or, “I have some trees shading my
roof!” My personal favorite I recently heard at the
Evergreen home show: “I am with IREA and was
told solar was not an option.” These seem like
valid concerns, however misleading they may be.
Let me address the above concerns. Sure, a
south-facing roof may be the “optimal” orientation for solar, but that in no way means an east/
west facing roof is not a viable option. A solar
installation on suboptimal facing roofs typically
only loses 15 – 20% efficiency. With the majority of systems between 5kW and 10kW (kilowatts) it only takes a few extra panels to make
up the difference. You have some shaded areas
on your roof where you want to install your solar
system? That’s great, technology has improved!
Most solar panels today each have their own
microinverter. This means that if some of the
roof gets shade throughout the day, the rest of

the panels are still working at
added to your house averages
full strength. In the old days the
$4/watt, or $40,000. (Keep in
entire system was connected to
mind that 6kW is the average
a single inverter; when just one
sized system in the U.S.)
panel was producing at a lower
Let’s break it down. Counting
output the inverter throttled
your tax credit, you just bought
back the entire system. As for
a 10kW solar system for
the IREA concern, well, that
$21,980 net, and your home
was just misinformation. IREA
value goes up by $40,000? This
does accept new solar applicais starting to look pretty good.
tions. IREA has multiple articles
But wait, there’s more! Now,
on this very subject on their
instead of paying an electricity
website.
bill every month that just goes
Now that we have estabGet started along up in smoke, you get to take
lished that most roofs are likely
that same money and build
this journey to
a great candidate for solar, let’s
equity into your house. Solar is
get down to the main arguone of the only home upgrades
electrical freedom.
ment…“solar is so expensive!”
you can invest in that makes
I love getting into the numbers. Why? you money from day one! Don’t forget that while
Numbers don’t lie! According to energysage.com, you are reaping all the benefits of this investthe cost of solar panel installation has dropped by ment, you are taking control of your own power,
64% in the last 5 years alone. Solar is 100 times while essentially saving the world at the same
cheaper than it was in the early 80s. For exam- time. According to the Environmental Protection
ple, ten years ago solar cost $8.82/watt; today the Agency, that same 10kW system prevents 10.6
average is $3.14/watt. Based on these numbers, metric tons of carbon emissions PER YEAR! That
a 10kW system a decade ago would have cost offsets the emissions from 2 cars on the road.
$88,200, while in 2018 the national average is
All right, let’s talk tax credit. This is another
only $31,400. That is before the 30% tax credit, topic that comes up regularly. “How does it
after which the net cost drops to $21,980. Not work? How long does it last? Am I eligible?”
to mention that the equity that solar system just
Everyone tries to complicate the federal tax

To date over $115,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

“

”

credit. In reality it is quite simple. Let’s use the
example from above: you spend $31,400 on a
10kW solar system. Congratulations on taking
control of your energy! The 30% eligible tax
credit on this system equals $9,420. If you have
paid at least $9,420 in federal taxes this year,
you get that money back! What if you did not
pay that much money in taxes this year? The tax
credit continues to roll over until the credit is all
used up, as long as you own your system! The
federal tax credit is not going to be around forever. Currently 2019 is the last year at the 30%
credit. In 2020 it drops to 26%, then to 22% in
2021. Make sure you take advantage of it while
you can!
Now, isn’t solar really starting to sound appealing? Stop sending an increasingly larger check to
IREA every month. How do you get started along
this journey to electrical freedom?
Still worried about the price? There are several
financing options out there for solar with amazing rates. Some even let you refinance for free
when you get your tax credit.
Don’t hesitate. In my opinion, now is
the best time in history to consider solar.
Take the power back from the energy companies
and make it work for you! Should you have any
solar questions, I would be happy to help at
303-770-ROOF.
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Calendar of Events
Jul 2, 16, 30
5 – 5:45 pm. Join us at the Evergreen Library
for Beginning Ukulele for all ages. Bring your
uke (or try one of the 3 we have) to learn some
basic chords, easy strums, and fun songs. Children
under 11 must be accompanied by an adult. At
6 pm, adults and teens are invited to stay for our
“Ukulele Tuesdays.”
Jul 2, 16, 30
Ukulele Tuesdays, 6 – 7:30 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Have a ukulele? Know a few chords or
songs? Jam with us on alternate Tuesdays for
an informal opportunity to meet other ukulele
enthusiasts and strum a few songs together. This
workshop is best suited for teens and adults.
Jul 15 – 19
Tween Coding Camp, 1 – 4 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Learn computer programming, improve
your creative problem solving, and have fun
at this week-long camp where we explore the
basics of computer programming and the skills
needed to pursue a career in this expanding field.
No experience necessary! This camp is for ages
10 – 13. Registration is required and will open up
two weeks before the start of the program.
Jul 22 – 26
Drone Boot Camp, 1 – 5 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Kids (ages 10 – 12) learn from expert
Graham Hill about drones and what a career in
drone technology looks like. Use mini-drones to
learn about weather, aviation, competitions, and
software used by drone pilots. This is a three-day
camp, and you must be present at all three dates to
participate. Registration is required and will open
up two weeks before the start of the program.
July 8
Blast Off: Apollo Art from Abrakadoodle,
1 – 2 pm, at the Evergreen Library. Create a moon
landing-inspired work of art that is messy and out
of this world. Registration is required and will
open up two weeks before the start of the program.
July 8
LEGO® Play & Build, 4 – 5 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Builders of all ages, get creative! We provide LEGO® bricks and LEGO DUPLO® for the
little ones. No registration necessary! ©2019
The LEGO® Group.LEGO® is a trademark of the
LEGO Group of companies which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.
July 9
Super Galaxy Jars, 2 – 3 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Create your own bit of outer space by
making a galaxy jar with shiny stars and galaxies
in their own portable carrying case. All materials
provided. Dress for the mess.
July 9
Meditation Practice, 6:30 – 7:45 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. Topic: Focusing the Mind.
This six-week meditation experience, led by local
resident and certified practitioner Kathy McCrary,
explores practices and core concepts to create the
life you choose. Some reading and on-line practice
assignments required. The Inner Matrix by Joey
Klein, book and other materials provided.
July 10
Light-Up Constellations, 3 – 4 pm at the
Evergreen Library. Make your favorite constellation out of canvas and lights! Teens, Tweens
July 12
Celestial Henna for Teens and Adults, 1 – 3 pm,
at the Evergreen Library. Explore the art and history of henna with Henna Jes. Create a work of art
on yourself or a friend! Teens and Adults (16+).
July 13
Celebrating 27 years of land and water conservation in our community! Join Mountain Area
Land Trust (MALT) for “A Night in the Park”
at Alderfer Three Sisters Open Space Park on
Saturday, July 13th from 6 – 10 pm. Reggie Rivers
will join us for the third year and serve as MALT’s
evening emcee and auctioneer, Dakota Blonde
will bring their special brand of music, and Fresh
Tracks Foods & Catering will provide our delicious
dinner! And of course, fabulous auction items add
to the merriment! Tickets $85 per person at
www.SaveTheLand.org or call 303-679-0950.
July 13
LEGO® Play & Build, 2 – 3:30 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. Builders of all ages get creative! We provide LEGO® bricks and LEGO
DUPLO® for the little ones. No registration necessary! ©2019 The LEGO® Group. LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO Group of companies which does
not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.
July 14
The Rocky Mountain Efficiency Group partners

with The Peace Shelter and area Chambers of
Commerce to introduce the Annual Evergreen
Energy Expo at the Evergreen Lake House from
10 – 3. The Expo will feature an Electric Car Test
Track, a judged EV Car Show, Road Rally, EV
Parade, and a self-driving shuttle. We are looking
for drivers of EVs to participate in our car show and
“EV Road Rally” during the event which will take
them up to Winter Park and back. The rally is a fun
game of wit rather than a race or competition. The
Expo Hall will host 28 vendors, and the Learning
Annex will feature education on Home Efficiency,
Rooftop Solar, The Future of Energy, and The
Amazing Electric Vehicle. For info on this FREE
event go to www.EvergreenEnergyExpo.com.
July 15
Universe of Surprise with Magic Rob, 6 – 7 pm,
at the Evergreen Library. Rob teaches you amazing magic tricks, but if he goofs up you may need
to use your own magic to help him out! Stunning
visual magic, audience participation, and live pets
make this one of the unforgettable highlights of
the summer. Registration is required and will open
up two weeks before the start of the program.
July 20
Movie Time: Mary Poppins Returns, 1:30 –
3:30 pm, at the Evergreen Library on our big
screen. Bring a favorite pillow, beanbag, blanket
and a friend. Popcorn and drinks provided. Movie
titles subject to change.
July 22
Astronaut-ka-doodle, 5:30 – 6:30 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. Get messy with Abrakadoodle!
Little ones create a universe where they are the
astronaut. Take a photo to insert and share!
Registration is required and will open up two
weeks before the start of the program.
July 23
Meditation Practice, 6:30 – 7:45 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. This week’s topic: Shifting
Emotions. During this six-week meditation experience, led by local resident and certified practitioner Kathy McCrary, you’ll explore practices and
core concepts to create the life you choose. Some
reading and on-line practice assignments required.
Please read assigned chapters of The Inner Matrix
by Joey Klein. Book and other materials provided.
July 25
Cookies and Canvases, 3 – 4:30 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. Try your hand at painting a
beautiful scene on canvas, while eating a variety of
delicious cookies!
July 25
Alien Slime Lab, 6:30 – 7:30 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. Take an alien home and make
glow-in-the-dark alien slime, moon dough, and
cloud dough in the Library’s laboratory. Potentially
messy, always fun! Teens, Tweens
July 26
Community Blood Drive, 11 am – 3 pm. Donate
blood on the Vitalant Bus parked in the parking
of Evergreen Library. Appointments can be made
in advance online at Vitalant Donor Portal using site
code #5526, or call 303-363-2300. Community
Connections adults appointments can be made in
advance online at Vitalants’ Appointment Center
using site code #5526 or call 303-363-2300.
Jul 26
Alien Slime Lab, 3:30 – 4:30 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. Take an alien home and make
glow-in-the-dark alien slime, moon dough and
cloud dough in the Library’s laboratory. Potentially
messy, always fun!
Jul 27
Sun Printing, 12:30 – 1:30 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Try your hand at cyanotype and create
beautiful patterns on cloth and paper. Supplies
are provided, but bring objects like keys, flattened
botanicals, or whatever else you think would
make a fun print! Adults
July 27
Solar Printing, 2:30 – 3:30 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Try your hand at cyanotype and make
amazing prints using the power of the sun and
a little creativity. Bring items you think will make
great shadows or maybe some flattened botanicals. Materials provided. Teens and Tweens.
July 29
Invisible Forces: A Physics Challenge,
2 – 2:45 pm, 3 – 3:45 pm, 4 – 4:45 pm, at the
Evergreen Library. Presented by the Denver
Museum of Nature & Science. The Library
becomes a physics laboratory where you can
build, experiment, and compete in hands-on challenges to reveal the physics behind sound waves,
air pressure, and electricity.

July 30
Rocket Blast, 12:30 – 2 pm, at the Evergreen
Library. Build and launch your own rocket and
learn about the science and history of rockets.
Registration is required and will open up two
weeks before the start of the program.
July 31
Harry Potter Birthday Celebration, 2 pm – 4 pm,
at the Evergreen Library. Celebrate the end of
summer with games, trivia, snacks, and more!
Registration is required and will open up two
weeks before the start of the program.
ONGOING
The Art House at the Evergreen Library
6:00 – 7:30 pm every 4th Wednesday. Evergreen
artist Chris McAllister helps you discover how to
better use the visual vocabulary of shape, value,
color, line, texture, and edges. Explore these concepts in still life, landscape, portrait and figure
paintings. All skill levels are welcome. Bring in a
project you’re already working on or join a group
project. A limited amount of extra supplies is
available, so please bring your own oil or acrylic
paint supplies. New students welcome.
Bingo for Seniors, first Monday of the month
1:30 – 2:30 pm, Evergreen Library. B-I-N-G-O!
Play the game, WIN PRIZES, enjoy conversation
and refreshments. Hosted by the Elk Run Assisted
Living Community. 60+
Buffalo Bill Saddle Club 7:00 pm second
Wednesday of the month (not July or August
2019). Please check our website for the meeting
location and upcoming events. You must have
your own horse. We host meetings, gymkhanas,
day rides, overnight camping, and participate
in some local parades. www.BBSCGolden.org
info@BBSCGolden.org
Conifer Chamber of Commerce Monthly
Membership Breakfast is held the 2nd Friday of
every month at Our Lady of the Pines Catholic
Church in Aspen Park 9444 Eagle Cliff Rd.
7:15 am – 9:00 am. Networking fee $12 members
and $18 guests. Register in advance at GoConifer.
com
Conifer Newcomers & Neighbors meets 1st
Fri. at Our Lady of Pines Church, 9am; www.
coniferneighbors.org.
Ducks Unlimited meets 3rd Thurs., 6pm, at
Beau Jo’s, Evergreen; www.ducks.org.
EChO offers Tech Time from 1:30 – 3:00 pm
Tuesdays & Wednesdays. Free one-on-one assistance with Windows 7 and 10, Smartphones,
Computer Navigation, Microsoft Office Suite,
and computer organization of your documents
and files. Bring your questions and we’ll help
you. 3721 North Evergreen Parkway, Suite #6.
Call 303-670-7123 for information. www.evergreenchristianoutreach.org
EChO Coffee Club meets every Thursday from
1:00 – 2:00 pm We always have informative and
uplifting topics to share. Come hang out and enjoy
a cup of coffee or tea and interesting conversation
in a confidential setting. 3721 North Evergreen
Parkway, Suite #6. Call 303-670-7123 for information. www.evergreenchristianoutreach.org
EChO Job Center, 3721 North Evergreen
Parkway, Suite #6. Call 303-670-7123 for information. www.evergreenchristianoutreach.org
Evergreen Chamber Member Breakfast, 1st
Wednesday of every month at The Wild Game,
7:30 – 9am, $15 for members $20 for non
members.
Evergreen Chamber Mixer is held 2nd Thurs.,
5 – 7:30pm. For more info, visit: www.evergreenchamber.org.
Evergreen Garden Club meets 2nd Tues.,
9:15am at Evergreen Fire and Rescue Training
Center; www.evergreengardenclub.org.
EVERGREEN MEMORY CAFE meets 3rd
Wed.10 – 11:30am at Seniors Resource Center.
People with early to moderate memory loss and
their care partners gather over coffee/refreshments
to engage in educational and social activities. For
more info, contact 720-236-1179.
Family Finders with Mountain Genealogists
Society, last Friday from 12:30 – 3 pm. Where
did you come from? Drop in to Evergreen Library
on the final Friday of each month to find out.
Members of the Mountain Genealogists Society
are on hand to answer your genealogy questions
and help with research. Members and the public
meet informally to assist each other with difficult
searches and to share successes.
Free Legal Self-Help Clinic every first Thursday
of the month 3:30 pm – 5 pm Evergreen Library

hosts a volunteer lawyer, available via private
video link, to answer questions, help complete
forms and explain the process and procedure for
all areas of civil litigation. Pre-register for individual 15-minute appointments at the Library or by
calling 303-235-5275 the day of the clinic. Note:
This clinic is for informational purposes only and
should not be considered a form of legal representation. You have the right to retain an attorney of your
choice at any time, and are advised to do so.
Lions Club of Conifer meets at 6:30pm the 2nd
& 4th Mon. Inquire via 303-674-9555.
PAWS for Reading at the Evergreen Library,
first Monday of every month. Read with a
four-legged friend from the Denver Pet Partners
therapy program! Dogs are the perfect reading
companions because they create a relaxed, comfortable, and safe environment for sharing books.
Children must be able to read independently
and are encouraged to share a favorite book.
Registration is recommended and reserves you
a 15-minute session with a dog. 4:00 –5:30 pm.
Register by visiting the Evergreen Public Library
or calling 303-235-5275, or go to jeffcolibrary.
org/locations/EV.
Platte Canyon Area Chamber meets 2nd Tues.
Crow Hill Fire Station, 7:30am, www.bailey-colorado.org.
Platte Canyon Art Guild meets every Wed. from
9am – Noon at the Crow Hill Fire Station in
Bailey. All artists/all mediums are welcome. For
more info, visit: www.pcaguild.com.
Platte Canyon Community Partnership (PCCP)
Resale Boutique, 60615 US Hwy. 285, Bailey,
CO; 1st Thurs. Game Night, 6 – 9pm; 3rd Thurs.
Craft Corner, 1 – 4pm. Contact 303-816-7423 for
details/more information.
Rotary Club of Conifer meets 7am Tues. mornings in Conifer (except on the 5th Tues. of a
month) at Mountain Resource Center, Kitty Dr.
All are invited to join them for breakfast/speaker
and to explore Rotary membership. For more
info, visit: www.rotaryconifer.org.
Second Chance Book Group, third Wednesdays,
1 – 2 pm, at the Evergreen Library. Discuss the
same book we discussed at the evening book
group the month before.
Socrates Café at the Evergreen Library every
first Thursday of the month 6 pm – 7 pm
Christopher Phillips developed the idea to do as
Socrates did: bring philosophy to the everyday
individual. All reasoned opinions are welcome.
This basic concept of exchanging idea fosters
understanding, respect for others’ opinions, and
the realization that there are AT LEAST two sides
to every question. Drop-in.
Trails Committee of Conifer Area Council
meets 3rd Wed. at Conifer High School Library;
6:30pm. Visit: www.coniferareacouncil.org.
Weight Watchers Conifer meets at the Mountain
Resource Center, 11030 Kitty Dr. on Thurs. at
6pm; www.weightwatchers.com. Please arrive 30
minutes before the start of the meeting.
Wild Tails takes place every third Tuesday of the
month from 11 am –11:30 am. Things get a little
wild when your young ones investigate nature
with educators from Jefferson County Open Space.
Drop-ins welcome at the Evergreen Library.

Dogs, Dogs, T
Dogs
BY CATHY KOWALSKI

Military working dogs serve
in all branches of the military
and have been used since the
Revolutionary War.

On this July 4th, Independence Day, let’s celebrate the
“
great military dogs that served our country in the past and
those that continue to support our troops.
”

he first national war memorial for military working dogs opened in 2013,
The U.S. Military Working Dog Teams
National Monument at Lackland Air Force Base
in San Antonio, Texas. “Guardians of America’s
Freedom” is written on the monument with four
dogs and a handler in bronze.
Sallie, a Staffordshire terrier, served in the Civil
War, including the Battle of Gettysburg, guarding
the wounded and dead soldiers. She was killed at
the Battle of Hatcher’s Run in Virginia.
Sgt. Stubby, the most decorated war dog of
World War I, was the only dog promoted to the
rank through combat. According to the United
States War Dogs Association, Inc., Stubby was a
stowaway when he sailed for France. He located
wounded soldiers and warned of gas attacks and
incoming shells. One quiet night Stubby woke
from sleep, snapped his head up and pricked his
ears — waking his handler. He growled and ran
out of sight. The handler heard a cry of pain and
when he joined his dog he found a man desperately trying to shake off Stubby who had attached
himself to the spy’s rear. Because of his bravery
and valor, Stubby was introduced to President
Woodrow Wilson, President Harding, and
President Coolidge. He received a gold medal
made by the Humane Society and was made an
honorary member of the American Red Cross,
American Legion and the YMCA. After the war

he lived out his life as Georgetown University’s
mascot.
A German shepherd / collie / husky mix, Chips,
was a member of the Dogs for Defense program
during World War II. Chips served in Germany,
Italy, Sicily, France, and North Africa, saving
many lives. Chips received the Silver Star for
valor and the Purple Heart for injuries, but the
medals were taken back because Chips was
determined to be medical equipment and not
able to receive medals.
A message had to go back to the Battalion
Command post in World War II, and walkie-talkies were out of commission. In a new location, and not having seen his handler since the
night before, Sandy had to travel through tall
grass, swim a river, avoid mortar and tank fire,
and jump a barbed wire fence to find his handler’s foxhole and deliver a message. Because of
Sandy, artillery fire was directed on the enemy
defenses, permitting the units to continue their
advances.
While serving in Vietnam, Nemo’s handler
was shot in the shoulder. Nemo was shot in the
eye and nose, but by attacking the enemy he
was able to give his handler the opportunity to
call for reinforcements. When his handler fell
unconscious he crawled on top of him to protect
him and would not let anyone near until being
removed by a veterinarian.

Around 4,000 dogs served in Vietnam, saving
an estimated 10,000 lives. Scout Dog Teams
(dog and handler) walked “point” looking for
booby-trap trip wires, ambushes, hidden caches
of food or weapons, and snipers. Tracker Teams
followed ground trails or airborne scent to locate
missing downed pilots, wounded GIs, or the
enemy. Sentry Dog Teams “walked the wire” and
were the first line of defense. Mine/Booby/Tunnel
Dog Teams were sent out to detect mines, booby-traps, trip wires, tunnels, and other devices.
The end of the war was a dark time for military
working dogs, as most were left in Vietnam.
Valdo, a bomb-sniffing dog, saved four troops
against a rocket-propelled grenade, taking on
shrapnel in Afghanistan in 2011. Valdo was able
to recover from his injuries.
On this July 4th, Independence Day, let’s celebrate the great military dogs that served our
country in the past and those that continue to
support our troops. We salute our four-legged
friends, many of whom gave all.
Cathy is the Executive Director and trainer at
Faithfully K9 Service Dogs and Dog Training.
She trains dogs as pets and also trains personal
dogs to be service dogs for those with a
disability. Contact Cathy at 970-591-3205 or
visit the website www.faithfullyk9.com.

Offered through August 1, 2019

Summer Camps and Workshops
A variety of camps and workshops open to children
from Kindergarten – 12th grade. Visit www.stagedoortheatre.org, “Summer Camps and Workshops”
under “Education” on menu bar. 25797 Conifer
Rd, Conifer. Email: info@stagedoortheatre.org.
Box office phone: 303-838-0809.
If your group is no longer meeting, please let
Your Mountain Connection know via Marty
Hallberg (fcdai@icloud.com).

Submit your calendar events in MS Word
format only to Your Mountain Connection
via Marty Hallberg (fcdai@icloud.com).
Calendar Events are published as space
allows. Information must be received
by the 10th of each month prior to the
actual date of the event.
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